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Industrial Road Dedicated
By JENNIE B.GORDON
Staff Writer

problems the Vanderbilt and
Fisher Price employees were experienceing in entering and exiting on US 641. The bottleneck
created during heavy traffic times
was relieved to some extent by the
placement of a traffic light and a
turning lane. Cars and shipping
vehicles will now travel to or from
Murray will be able to avoid U.S.
641 by having been routed around
the federal highway with the new
addition.

The new industrial access road
that will be serving the Fisher
Price and Vanderbilt factories
was officially opened in ribbon
cutting ceremonies Friday morningConstruction of this access road
began in March after Murray
received fuding through an Urban
Development Action Grant
(UDAG).
Murray City Planner, Steve
Zea, performed surveys of the

Mayor Melvin Henley dedicated
the Robert 0. Miller road. Henley

told the crowd,"Judge Miller has
spent about three decades in the
courthouse, anyone in office that
long should have something named after him, maybe this will get
the ball rolling."
Miller remarked, "It is nice to
be appreciated."
Harvey Bush, strategic planner
for Fisher Price, said the UDAG
funds used to construct the road
will be repaid with interest by
Fisher Price. A portion of this
money will be placed in to a fund
to be used by Murray.

"I feel I have never worked with
more enthusiastic or cooperative
people than those in Murray,"
Bush said.
In addressing the group Paul
Kiesow, plant manager for Fisher
Price, said, "The town has been
extremely helpful in fulfilling the
dreams of Fisher Price."
Kiesow, who was president of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce when the project began,
also explained part of the UDAG
funds were used to clear up an
eroding creek bed under the roadway.

Curris,Zacharias To Discuss Cooperation
With Kentucky institutions of
higher education caught in an
economic crunch because of
revenue short falls, Gov. John Y.
Brown has expressed interest in
exploring inter-institutional
cooperation among state
universities.
Members of the Committee on
Higher Education in Kentucky's
Future,sometimes called the Blue
Ribbon Committee, have
indicated that they share the

governor's view that universities
should cooperate on a
complementary basis instead of
competing with each other.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State University
president, and Dr. Donald
Zacharias, president of Western
Kentucky University, will meet in
Bowling Green Sept. 30 to discuss
ways to increase cooperation
between the two uhiversities.a A
second meeting will be scheduled

County Test Scores
Above National Norm
ranged from 76 percent to 88 percent. The scores for Calloway
students ranged from a high of 99
percent in third grade reading
vocabulary to a low of 81 percent
in tenth grade math application.
Counselors in the system
pointed out they felt these scores
were the most accurate ever since
more intense test monitoring pro,
cedures had been implemented
since last year.
Under the plan for Educational
Improvement, provided for by the
state, Calloway County selected
spelling as the basic skill area of
concentration for the 1980-81
school year. Test results revealed
improvement in this area.
Teachers and board members
said they were encouraged to give
input into setting priorities in
basic skills. Parents and other interested citizens will be asked to
provide input through public hearings which will be in the spring.

Results of the recent Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills in
the Calloway County schools
revealed students were above the
state and national averages in all
areas of basic skills.
In a report presented to the
county school board Thursday
night, counselors aid the test data
were parpeared by the Kentucky'
Department of Education's Office
of Research and Planning for the
1980-81 school year. The data are
to show how the performance of
students in local school districts
compare with those across the
state and nation.
The same test form was used in
all 181 school districts across the
state. State law requires testing
be completed for grades 3, 5, 7,
and 10. Calloway also tested the
other five grades up to eight.
Those results revealed the national average to be 77 percent. In
the areas tested, state averages

Auxiliary To Add
Dimension To MCCH
A nr: .,, dimension will be added
to the community programs at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Tuesday, Sept. 15, with the
organizational meeting of the
MCCH Auxiliary. Anyone in the
community is invited to the 10
a.m. meeting in Classroom 1 of the
education unit on the third floor of
the hospital. Coffee wW be served
at 9:30a.m.
An auxiliary is a group of people
interested in promoting the health
and welfare of the community
through the hospital. The auxiliary will be involved in education
and service projects, volunteer
work and fund raising. An aux-

Need Line To Meet
The Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Board of Directors will
meet Monday, Sept. 14 at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.

iliary member may become involved in any or all of the activities of the organization.
Three levels of membership are
available, active, contributing
and lifetime. Annual dues for an
active member are $3. and contributing members ;10. A person
may make a one time donation of
$100for a lifetime membership.
"There are so many interesting
and exciting ways to serve your
fellowman through hospital auxiliary work," according to Ruth
Eversmeyer,director of volunteer
services and liaison between the
auxiliary and the hospital. "We
hope many men and women will
join.
Interested persons who would
like more information about the
new hospital auxiliary or who will
not be able to attend the organizational meeting may call Ruth
Eversmeyer at 753-5131 extension
179.

later in Murray.
Curris and Zacharias are
expected to focus their attention
on both academic and nonacademic functions, with a
primary thrust being to maximize
each institution's utilizations of its
own resources.
Two factors have been
pinpointed as the motivation for
the meeting — the economy and
the quality of education offered to
students. The presidents have
indicated that they are looking at
the possibility of joint sponsorship
of programs and sharing of some
resources.
One program open to suggestion
would be the sharing of software
packages in the computer
systems,according to Curris.
"Both universities, out of
necessity, have elaborate
computer systems and the
possibility of sharing these
software packages could
represent a substantial savings,"
he explained.
Curtis and Zacharias, in their
program review, are expected to
give some attention to any
programs that are marginal on
both campuses and how it may be
desirable for an institution to
specialize in a given program.
Curris said he does not
anticipate "any widespread
elimination of programs because
the public would not be served
well by that action." Zacharias
concurred and added that "the.
purpose of this kind of exchange

would be to look at ways to enrich
the programs."
Despite a geographic
separation that limits mass
transit between the schools, it is
the belief that economic savings
could begin with common
administrative practices.
"The major beneficiaries could
be the students of each
institution," Curtis noted. "The
opportunity to share resources
could improve the quality of
education with no increase in
cost." .
He specifically mentioned
Murray State's Hancock
Biological Station, a fresh water
facility on Kentucky Lake where
students, mainly at the graduate
level, could benefit greatly from
access to such an environment.
Murray State is currently
working with regional universities
in and around the state in an
ecological consortium in the
sharing of the facilities of the
biological station.
Zacharias said several services
at both universities can be
evaluated and information shared
as it is made clear to
administrative officers and
faculty that both schools wish to
explore ways to cooperate and do
what is best for the two
institutions.
"Western and Murray are
already sharinf many ideas and
programs," ht declared. "The
public is just not aware of the
cooperation."

ROAD DEDICATED - Murray, Calloway County and Fisher
Price officials dedicated the Quaker Oats-Fisher Price-city of
Murray-Urban Development Action Grant wasdedicated Friday.
Steve Zea (top photo), city planner, unveiled an intersection sign
for the industrial access road, named for Judge-Executive Robert
0. Miller. The road leading to Fisher Price parking area is named
for Mayor Melvin Henley. Cutting the ribbon (bottom photo) were
(from left) Paul Kiesow, Fisher Price plant manager; Zea;
Henley; and Miller.(Additional photos on Page 14.)

Civil Suit Filed
in Graves Court
A civil suit resulting from a
fatal two-vehicle accident last
year in Graves County has been
filed in Graves Circuit Court by a
Calloway County man.
William E. Murdock, Route 1,
Murray,filed the suit individually
and as administrator of the estate
of Christine McCuiston Murdock,
whocAied in the accident on
Kentucky 893 on Aug.24, 1980.
The suit, which names Monroe
Wilkerson and his wife, Clellon, of
Route 7, Mayfield, as defendants,
charges Wilkerson with allegedly
"grossly, negligently and willfully
driving his vehicle in such a
negligent manner as to cause" a
collision with a car driven by Mrs.
Murdock with Murdock as a
passenger.
Murdock asks $175,000 In
damages for his bodily injuries,
temporary and permanent, and
"permanent impairment of his
ability to earn money."
As administrator of his wife's

estate, Murdock's suit asks
$452,000 for bodily injuries
incurred, medical and funeral
expenses and "permanent loss of
ability to earn income."
The suit also names Harold
Wayne Darnell and his wife,
Helen, of Route 7, Mayfield, a&
defendants and charges them with
alleged negligence in the
"maintenance of their real
property" by allowing
"vegetation to grow...to such
heights and at such density as to
block and obstruct the vision of
persons occuping and using
Highway 893."
- , The suit asks a $175,000
judgment against Darnell for
Murdock and a $452,000 judgment
for the Murdock estate.
Trinity Universal Insurance Co.
is also named as a defendant.
Damages of $60,000 are asked for
the company's alleged "refusal to
pay coverage"to Murdock.
Civil suits present only one side
of a case

Kentucky Gasoline Tax
To Drop In October
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's gasoline tax rate will
drop three tenths of a cent per
gallon beginning Oct. 1, state
Revenue Department officials
announced today.
The new rate of 10.1 cents per
gallon will be in effect through
Dec. 31. The current rate of 10.4
cents per gallon has been in effect
since July 1.
The tax rates are based on the
wholesale price of gasoline and
are adjusted each quarter.
The new rate will mean
consumers will pay 3 cents less for
each 10 gallons of gasoline.

It reflects recent declines in the
wholesale price of gasoline.
According to July price
information supplied by Kentucky
wholesale gasoline dealers, the
average wholesale price was
$1.1245 per gallon, exclusive of
state and federal excise taxes.
That's down nearly 3 cents from
prices reported during April.
The surtax on fuels used in
three-axle trucks will also be done
beginning in October. The new
rate will be 2.2 cents per gallon,
down a tenth of a cent from the
current rate.

NO Relief On Borrowing Costs Seen

-
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mostly sunny'
Mostly sunny and warm today.
High in the mid to upper 80s.
Mostly clear tonight. Low in the
low to mid 60s. Sunday mostly
sunny and continued warm. High
In the mid 808. Winds west to
southwest at five to 10 mph today
and Sunday and mainly calm
tonight.

NEW YORK (AP) — While
anxiety over high interest rates
grew this past week, spreading
through the halls of Congress,
many economists still see little
likelihood for meaningful relief
this year from record-high
borrowing costs.
Even the most optimistic
forecast of the Bank of America
has the prime lending rate at
major banks in double-digit
figures in mid-1983.
And economist Kirk Rubida at
the San Francisto-based bank
says there, is only about a 15
percent chance that the prime
rate will slip from its current level
of between 20 percent and 20.5
percent to between 10 percent and
11 percent in the next two years.
With interest rates for longterm borrowing continuing to

climb to uncharted areas, tows. The Dow Jones average of 30
members of Congress returned industrial stocks had fallen 173
from an August recess to report points between April 27 and last
their contituents were nearly Tuesday.
There were proposals of
unanimous in the view that
continued high interest rates are reorganizing the Federal
now of greater concern than Reserve, imposing credit controls
and creating a "windfall profits"
Inflation.
"I am saying now that those "-Gut on interest, although there
rates have to come down ... and appeared to be little likelihood of
now to me does not mean mojiths approval for such measures.
Reagan discussed plans for
and years in the future," said
Senate Majority Leader Howard further budget cutting with his
Baker Jr., R-Tenn. He said he cabinet amid some projections
found the Wall Street's that the federal deficit will far
pessimistic response to President surpass his -target. And the
Reagan's economic program, Treasury pepertment told_
which won't take effect until Oct. tongress that the national debt
will surge past $1 trillion in the
1,"absolutely appalling." •
In the past week, prices on long- fiscal year that bbgili Oct. 1.
Already this year, there have
term bonds, which move inversely
to interest rates, fell to record been 11,076 business failures, up 42
percent from the same 1980

taatemlostr•op-rfr--...;7
4;."

period, according to Dun and
Bradstreet Corp.
In other business and economic
developments this past week:
—The nation's largest federal
savings and loan association, with
assets of $6.8 billion, was created
with the merger of financially
ailing institutions in New York
and Florida with a third S&L In
California.
—International Harvester Co.
announced a major restructuring
that may.result in the dismissal of
as many as 2,000 employees as it
struggles to return to financial
stabilitx..
—AnMher round of price-cutting
erupted in the beleaguered airline
industry, even though somr,
carriers admitted they were
losing money on the promotiona'
fares. .
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By RAINEY APPERSON

Check your risk factors
Politicians are usually
slightly plastic, but Larry

Lawronco E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Would you tell me what I
can do to find out about my
risk factors? I read your
column and you said they
were a good guide as to what
you should do about
exercise.
Will exercise belp you
lower your risk factors?
Which do you think is the
most important, an exercise
-40440
FABRIC GIVEN — Colleen Peacock (left), of the stress test with an ERG or
finding out what your risk
hrunanuel Lutheran Ladies, accepts fabric from Mike factors are before you begin
Shore, of the Murray State University Theatre. Jan an exercise program? I am
Kind,Joanna Kind and Joan Weber look onw
planning on becoming a

Coming Events
Saturday,Sept. 12
Murray Bass Club

Alcoholics Anonymous
annual fish fry will be will meet at 8 p.m. at the
from 3 to 8 p.m. in the west end of the Livestock
center pavilion of the new and Exposition Center.
Murray-Calloway County
Second day of Lions
Park.
Sight Conservation
Candy Days will be held
m Murray by the Lions
Murray Squa-A-Naders Club.
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of
Third night of
the World Hall.
"Godspell" by
Community Theatre will
The Captain Wendell be at 8 p.m. at the
Oury Chapter of the Murray-Calloway County
Daughters of the Park.
American Revolution will
Murray Sub District
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
United
Methodist Men
home of Corinne McNutt.
and Women will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove Church.
Events in Land
Between the Lakes will
Murray High School
include Dogs at 1 and 3 Cheerleaders will have a
p.m. and Night Visual at car wash North 641 Shell
8:15 p.m., both at Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with
Station, and Shaped Note cost being $2.50 per car.
Singing from 2 tq 4 p.m.
at The Homeolac4-1850.
Blankenship _Circle of
South- Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will have a yard sale
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Bargain Matinees Dunn's Furniture and
Appliance.

Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

Murray Art Guild
workshop will open from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. For
information call 7534059
r 753-1867.

IMMULIV:11: uPTIIC11711111

Full Gospel Fellowship
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

7:10,9:15 +2•00Sat.,Sun.
JOHN 111111101.TA
NANCY ALLEN
a soma 94 PALMY fr.

Sunday,Sept. 13
Movie, "The Hiding
Place," will be shown
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
The public is invited.
The Darnall family
reunion will be held at
shelter house of Kenlake
Dark with a basket lunch
it 1 p.m.
-Harmonettes of
3rinceton will sing at 3
).m. at the Wayman
Chapel AME Church.

011,114.1 .

k

7-05,9:05 +2.00Sat..Sun
DON'T YOU WISH
YOU WERE ARTHUR.>
Liza
Dudley
Almneth
Moore
,..

V

aren't°ED
°

Monday,Sept. 14
Murray -Calloway
County Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core is
scheduled to meet at 9:30
a.m. at the Scout cabin.
— Calvary Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
home of Elizabeth
Steward at 7 p.m
Russell's Chapel
'United Methodist Church
Women will have a
overed dish picnic at 6
).m. at the home of
non Fox.
Need Line Board of
Directors will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.

Mary Rowlett Group of
Blood River Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at the church.
American Legion Post
No. 73 and AnTiliary are
scheduled to meet at 7
P.m.
Men's Steak Dinner
will be held at 5:30 p.m.
at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church.
Dorothy Moore Circle
of First Presbyterian
Church Women will meet
at 7:15 p.m. at the home
of Louise Baker.

serious jogger
I am 47 years old, male, 5
feet 11 and weigh 165
blood
Mypressure
been normal and
I do not smoke. I am a little
heavy since I do have a little
fat around the middle.
DEAR READER — The
three most important risk
factors are cigarette smoking, blood pressure and cholesterol level. You should
see your doctor and let him
have your cholesterol levels
checked. You might also
want your FID(IL(high density
lipoprotein — sometimes
called good cholesterol)
measured also. And he will
want to check your blood
pressure.
In general, the lower your
cholesterol and your blood
pressure, the less likely you
are to have significant fattycholesterol deposits in your
arteries that predispose to
heart attacks and strokes.
Also, the less you smoke the
better off you are but you
will still have an increased
risk even with light smoking.
How these three factors
are used to evaluate your
risk of heart disease is
explained in The Health Letter number 13-2, How To
Measure Your Risk of Heart
Disease, which I am sending
you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City oration, New York, NY
10019.
I think the risk factors are
far more important in determining what you should do
about exercise than an EKG
stress test. Many such tests
are normal despite serious
changes in the Arteries

ralways

Hopkins, U. S.
Congressman from the
There are studies that show Lexington area, is the
a good correlation between exception. He and his
the risk factors and the
amount of disease you have. wife, Carolyn, were the
You should limit your honored guests at a party
exercise to walking and given by Ede and Bill
combine that with a weight Hardy at their home in
control program until your Paducah, where they
risk factors are in a favor- greeted many many old
able range. If they are high friends.
you should be careful about Some of you all may
over-exercising until they
are down. How you train is remember Larry and his
as important as how you are wife, the former Carolyn
Pennebaker, when they
tested.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am were students at Murray
a 66-year-old male with a State University in the
very irregular heartbeat. 50's. As a matter of fact
My doctor has me on Lanol- Carolyn was president of
in which I have taken for
about two years. He says I Sigma Sigma Sigma
will have to take Lanoxin Sorority, her senior year.
Representative
the rest of my life. He
doesn't give me any refills Hopkins was elected
so I have to see him every "Outstanding Freshman
two months. Is this a come- Rpresentative" in this
on or not? Also do the pills
He has
have anything to do with my year's Congress.
impotence? I have no desire done a fine job
for sex anymore and representing his fellow
couldn't perform if I wanted Kentuckians. A high point
to.
of his term was his
DEAR READER — Evi- personal visit with Sadat
dently you have a serious in Cairo,Egypt.
medical problem and your
Carolyn Hopkins is in
doctor simply wants to the midst of a fascinating
insure that he gets to see you
every two months. You career, straight out of
should be glad he is taking People Magazine.
such good care of you. Carolyn is a color
Lanoxin is one of the digi- consultant trained out in
talis preparations. Anyone Denver, Colo., to advise
r
taking digitalis should nevN.
-faits about their best
stop it without their doctcir concurrence or they may color to wear, to aid them
develop immediate heart in every aspect of their
lives.
problems.
I suspect your impotence She has offices in
is related to your health sta- Lexington and the
tus — your heart, rather Washington, D. C. area. I
than the medicine itself. You asked Carolyn what I
know when people don't feel was,and off the top of her
good they often do not have
the same interest in sex or head she said, "You're
Autumn - which means
the same ability.
burnette colored hair,
brown eyes and I might
add, colorless checks."
Shoemaker, Joyce Sounds dull doesn't it!!
Thomas, Debbie
The Hopkins make a
Villaflor, Barbara fine team and they should
Williams, and Glenda continue to represent us
Wilson.
well.
+++
This hasn't been my
summer for tennis - first
I'm down in my back then last week I tore the
muscle in my left calf.
The Murray Branch of Down for the count again.
the American Association My feerless foursome,
of University Women will Peggy Billinglon, Joni
meet Tuesday, Sept. 15, Billington and Patsy
at 6 p.m. in the home Miller, with the help of
economics department, Gene Landolt, rushed me
Room 204, Applied to Tom Simmons and
Science Building, Murray said,"Do Something." So
State University. A he did.
covered dish supper will
I spent several
be served.
mornings with him, and
A special guest speaker while I was there, we had
will be featured, a good visit. He was
according to Sally telling me that his sister,
DuFord, president, who Sister Mary, has been
urges each member to visiting with him, his
attend and to bring wife, Margaret and their
guests.
children.

Shower Is Held -

Fall recital of Phi Mu
Alpha musical fraternity
at Murray State
University will be held at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Tuesday,Sept. 15
Kick off meeting of
Arthritis Foundation will
be held at 7:30 p.m. lathe
Cumberland Room, third
floor, University Center,
Murray State University.
Free blood pressure
checks will be given from
12 noon to 2 p.m. at the
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets.
Christian Women's
Club of Murray will meet
at 12 noon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.

Organizational meeting
of Calloway County 4-H
Club will
afldP
meet at 7 p.m. at the
County Extension Office.
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will
have a potluck supper at6
p.m. in Room 204, Home
Economics Department,
Applied Science Building,
Murray State University.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house. The
chorus will have a full
rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.
Organizational meeting
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Auxiliary will be held in
Classroom 1, Education
Unit, Third Floor, at 10
a.m. Coffee will be served
at 9:30a.m.
Retirees of Local 1068
and other locals of UAW
will have a potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 7534917.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a
"Summer Social" and
surprise baby shower for
Linda Darnell.
After opening her many
gifts a salad supper was
enjoyed by Linda and the
following members:
Rheanetta Coleman,
Brenda Estes, Mary Ann
Barrow, Ila Brown,
Barbara Chilcutt, Mary
Graves, Vicki Holton,
Debbie Lyons, Cathy
Marcussen, Joyce
Niumally, Laurie Rollins,
Lois Ruiz, P__ggy

Rktirees To
Haild Supper
The Retirees of Local
1068 of the UAW will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 5:30
p.m. at the First
Christian Church.
A covered dish supper
will be served, according
to Frank Kavanaugh,
who urges all retirees of
all locals and their
families to attend.

Music Group
Plans Meet
The music Department
of the Murray Woman's
Club will open the club
year with a meeting on
Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
"1900-1919 Beginning
the Century" will be the
theme of the program to
be presented by Evelyn
Wilson, Marilyn Walker,
Betty Lowry, and Wanda
Dick.
Dues will be taken at
the meeting and names
may be tabled for new
memberships, according
to Carole Hahn,
chairman.
Also at 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, a full rehearsal
of the Club Chorus will be
held, according to B. J.
Berrill, director, who
urges each member to be
present.

AAUW Will
Hold Meet

Tennis GroupTo Play
Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 9:30
a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Carol
Waller, Deanna Parker,
Renee Wynn, and Debbie
Keller.
Court Two — Ann

DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old professional woman who
recently married a 39-year-old professional man with four
children from a previous marriage. Although Rob claims
not to care for his ex-wife, they still have frequent contact,
allegedly over the children. When she asks him for money
"for the children," he gives it to her. When I ask for
something, he'll "think about it."
I've worked hard for four years and want to stay home
and raise a family. Rob says no to both. He says he has
enough children, but I believe that if he really loved me, he
would want us to have a child.
My question: Is there a way to convince Rob that since he
loves his four children so much, he would also love and
enjoy any children we might have together? I also believe
that a child would "bond" us and bring us closer together.
HATES WORK

DEAR HATES WORK: If I knew of a way to
"convince" Rob to let you quit work and have a child,
I wouldn't recommend it, because Rob has already
said he has enough children. Furthermore, if you
were able to convince him to have a child in an effort
to "bond" you together, it would be a mistake.
Be honest. You are hoping to compete with Rob's
ex-wife by giving him a second family, which he
doesn't really want. You can't win. The "ex" is
holding four aces.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: Please, please put something in your
column about the futility of sneaking around to date
married men! My beautiful 24-year-old daughter is having
an affair with a married man, and nothing I say can stop
her. He's twice her age and gives no hope of leaving his wife.
He works in our small town and goes Nome to his wife on his
days off, but my daughter sees him when she can.
I am afraid the whole town (including his wife) will find
out about it, and I don't want to see my daughter dragged
through a divorce court, but she won't listen to me Maybe
she will listen to you.
NO TOWN, PLEASE
DEAR NO TOWN: Love is not only blind, it's deaf as
well. The best case against going with a married man
is not the futility of it — it's finally getting him. Then
what do you have? A husband who cheats on his wife.
Some bargain!
S..

DEAR ABBY. I hope you think the enclosure is worth
passing on to your readers. I found it in the Wall Street
Journal. It's a message by United Technologies Corp.,
Hartford, Conn
FAITHFUL READER

DEAR READER: It is, and I thank you.
THE SNAKE THAT POISONS EVERYBODY
It topples governments, wrecks marriages, ruins

careers, busts reputations, causes heartaches,
nightmares, indigestion, spawns suspicion, generates grief, dispatches innocent people to cry in their
pillows. Even its name hisses.
It's called gossip. Office gossip. Shop gossip. Party
gossip. It makes headlines and headaches. Before you
repeat a story, ask yourself:
Is it true?
Is it fair?
Is it necessary?
If not, shut up!

Garden
Work!
201. SIS.29 0

Frosty Acres Perak NA Pees

I

Featuring: Darrell and*
heChapelettes, From Fulto

Murray tIpttmlst Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at the
&dalTea Party.

Husband Has No
Interest In Wife's'Bond'

201. S12.09 A
201. $14.49 II
201. S13.09
201.$15.79 i
201.
201.$14.0 •
12-10 or. pkg. S4.50 I
111

•Ground Beef PatthsWatchers
Beef Hearts
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Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m,at the

pin.at the lodge

By Abigail Van Buren

The Calloway County 4- k Frosty Acres Crowder Peas
H Horse and Pony Club
Frosty Acres Mackey'Foes
will have a n I
Frosty Acres Milted Vegetable
organizational meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7 I Frosty Acres Okra(Breaded)
p.m. at the County. Frosty Acres Baby UINOS
Extension Office, 209
Butter Peas
Maple Street, Murray. I Frosty Acres Cr...Style Corn
e
"Quarter Amid puT
All interested persons!
are urged to attend, a
%
club spokesman said.
Weight

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Health Center.

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7

excellent doctor, Dr Dick
Stout knows how to
conduct big meetings and
pep rallys. He is
president of Murry High
Booster Club, and
conducts the gatherings
of the fans and parents
from time to time. He
was also past president of
Murray State Racer
Club. If all of the fans and
boosters had Dick's
enthusiasm, it would help
a heep.

ift,vegamowirm
'aSoLet Us
Do Your

Four-H Club
Will Meet

Gospel
Singing

wed en d, Ilvestseltand
Erpoeition Outer.

Uddberg, Cathy Young,
Janice Howe, and
Margarita Marsden.
Court Three — Leisa
Faughn and Cathy
Mattis.

Sister Mary, who is in
medical school in
Ireland, works as a nurse
with the leper colony in
Africa, where the Roman
Catholic Church does
wonderful things. She has
done this work for many
years, and will probably
do it for many more. The
Simmons are always
glad to ye her home for
a visit.
+++
'est es being an

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

O

Gesrarteml Tender

A

P

Where: Chestnut General
Baptist Church
Whenr2 p.m.Sunday
Sept. 13
Everyone Invited!
•

$1

79'

39

1
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Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO. i
•
•
•
Mali 7334601
1101111317,00-1100

107 N. 395t

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
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Murray Business News Biles
Golden Corral Opens
Doors On S. 12th St.
The Golden Corral
Steakhouse recently
opened in Murray on
South 12th Street (US.
641 South).
According to manager
Chuck Hayden, the
restaurant serves a

variety of steaks and
features a large salad
bar, soup of the day and
free refills.
Fresh meat is cut daily
at Golden Corral, Hayden
said.
The restaurant also

promises 10 minute
service on orders.
Hours are from 11 a.m.
to 10 p.m.Sunday through
Thursday and 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.

Winnie Love
Receives
Stanley Honor
Winnie Love, Murray,
was named a charter
member of the
President's V.I.P. Club of
Stanley Home Products,
Inc.
As a charter member,
Love ranks in the upper
echelon of the
approximately 100,000
Stanley dealers
worldwide who sell home
and personal care
products to their
customers using the
Famous Hostess Party
Plan.
These honors were
given during Love's
GOLDEN CORRAL - Trudy Baker and Julie recent trip to the
Williams show one of the features at Golden Corral, Corporate Headquarters
free refills. The restaurant recently opened in
of Stanley Home
Murray.
Products, Inc., Westfield,
Mass.
There Love joined 1,800
representatives from the
United States and world
wide for Stanley's Golden
Anniversary festivities.

Expansion Announced
By Fisher Price
OVER $2 MILLION SALES VOLUME - Kopperud Realty surpassed the $2
million mark in gross for 1981, includes Kopperud listings sold by" MLS firms.
Shown are (from left) Bill Kopperud, broker; Bill Rayburn; Glenda Smith;
George Gallagher; Ellen Jones and Lindy Suiter. Kopperud Realty is located at
711 Main St.

"If you own a h me and a
car, let me tell you about
the best insurance value
in town:'
If you own both a home and
a car, you're probably eligible for
PCP— Personal Comprehensive
Protection— from The Continental
Insurance Comlfal Nes. That means
you can get protect' for your
home, car, personal pro
liability and more in a single,
convenient policy. More protection
for your insurance dollar.

of extras you won't see in basic
auto, homeowners or liability-policies_ PCP gives you high-limit
coverage—for your property and
liability. And PCP gives you options, like disability income coverage, to suit your needs.
I believe that PCP offers one of
the best insurance values in town.
And I'd like to tell you all about it.
Stop in and see me or give me a
call soon.

PCP gives you comprehensive
coverage—including a wide range

11

Holton, Melugin St Haverstock
Ins. Agency, Inc.
The ContinentalInsurance Companies
subsidiaries of The Continental Corporation

753-3415.
4.10

10
.
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our r

s

Congratulations

to
Alan Raidt Shirley Scott
Winnie Love Patsy Farres
Kopperud Realty.
Golden Corral
-- Faye McClure
to
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plant established in 1974.
The expansion is a
milestone in FisherPrice's long-range
strategy for a major
manufacturing facility at
Peterlee begun in 1977
with the purchase of the
present two buildings on
a 20 acre site. The plant
now also leases 40,000
square feet of offsite
warehouse space which
will no longer be required
following the expansion.
As a result of the
project, employment at
Peterlee is expected to
rise to over 500 persons
from its present level of
240 employees. To
encourage such
expansion, the United
Kingdom's Department
of Industry has offered a
variety of grants,
conditional upon the
project fulfilling certain
investment and
employment goals.

AVON REPRESENTATIVES attending a party held by
Glenda Duke, Avon manager, held at her home in Paducah
were Faye McClure and Shirley Scott of Murray, Rita Rarnage
of Burna, Angeline Reid of Smithland, Ann Porker of
Gilbertsville, Geneva Humphrey of Marion, Margaret
Blankenshp of Ledbetter, and Patsy Farris of Hardin. They
were winners of the recent sales contest and were presented
gifts. Mrs. McClure and her husband, Ozzie, will be guests of
Avon at the Executive Inn in Owerkporn

PAYLESS
RICE
SLASHERS

Payment On
Tax Liability
Is Due

Representing

206 Main, Murray

EAST AURORA, NY —
Fisher-Price today
announced plans for a
180,000 square foot
expansion of its plant in
Peterlee, England, which
will more than double
manufacturing capacity
and add a new plastic
molding capability. The
overall project is valued
at approximately ten
million pounds sterling or
$18 million in U.S. dollars
at current exchange
rates, and will be aided
by significant grants
from the Unitd Kingdom
Department of Industry.
Representing the
largest single capital
investment to date by the
Fisher-Price Division of
The Quaker Oats
Company, the expansion
will begin immediately
and is expected to be
completed in early 1983.
It will add significant new
production, warehouse
and office space to the
present 50,000 square foot
facility.
The plan also calls for
installing 24 blowmolding and injection
molding machines in
order to begin
manufacturing plastic
parts at Peterle by mid1983.
The project will lead to
lower cost product for
Europe by locally
producing many of the
items which now come
from the US. or subcontractors. By 1984, it is
estimated that threequarters of the product
for Europe will be
sourced from the
combination of Peterlee
and the plant at Kaulille,
Belgium — FisherPrice's first European

DESIGN AWARDS — Alan Raidt, president of
Intro Creative Communications, holds two awards
for excellence in advertising design presented by
the Printing Association of the South. The two
winning entries were designs for Hawaiian Tropic
(Don Faughn Enterprises, Inc.) and the Bank of
Murray, clients of Raidt's advertising agency.
Raidt designed both advertising entries and
photographed' the Hawaiian Tropic piece. Joe
Rigsby illustrated the Bank of Murray entry. Intro
Communications is an advertising agency with an
office in Murray and recording studios in Puryear,
Tenn. Paducah Printing printed both advertising
pieces.

...I,

Corporations operating
on a calendar year basis
and having an expected
federal tax liability of at
least $40 for 1981 are
required to make a
payment of 1981
estimated tax by Sept. 15,
the Internal Revenue
Service said.
The amount due can be
computed on Form 1120W, a worksheet for
computing corporation
estimated tax. The form
should not be filed with
the IRS, but should be
kept in the corporation's
records.
When the payments are
* deposited in authorized
commercial banks or
Federal Reserve Banks,
they must be
accompanied by the
Federal Tax Deposit
Form 503,the IRS adds.
Suppliek of Form 1120W and IRS Publication
542, "Tax Information on
Corporations," are
available free by calling
t 534-1361 in
Louisville, 628-0065 in
Covington, 2552333 in
Lexington, or toll-free 1800-42$-9100 elsewhere in
Kentucky.

Reg. $10.99
Back-to-school special
Girls'

Reg $14.99
Genuine rawhide laces

Women's
Reg S1499
Tricot lined comfort
Women's

Payless ShoeSource
. LAPVGIRARDEAU
350 N. Kings Hwy.
Opnn 9a.m.-9 p.ni:Daily
test
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Thoughts
In Season
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5E-EN TELLINI1
ME ABOUT!

War On
Terrorism
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — In
the year since tilt generals took
on they have
over this NATO
stemmed much of the bloodshed
from the underground slaughter
between the left and the right, but
the military is far from victory in
its war on terrorism.
The army is taking special
precautions in case opponents of
the regime decide to mark today's
anniversary of the bloodless coup
with a terrorist attack. Heavily
armed soldiers are guarding
airports and public buildings and
conducting spot searches of cars
and trucks.
Before Gen. Kenan Evren sent
his tanks and soldiers into Turkish
streets last year, leftists, rightists
and ethnic minorities were
slaughtering one another at a rate
of nearly 25 a day. Terrorists of
some 40 separtate gangs killed
7,000 people — 2,000 in 1980 alone
— since 1975.
In the 12 months since the
military deposed Prime Minister
Suleyman Demirel, the death toll
from terrorism has dropped
dramatically to 469. But the
military says that most of the
leaders of the terrorist gangs
along with 15,000 of their followers
have fled the country. The
generals fear they will return.
The rising tide of terrorism and
ABOUT THIS PAGE
'Editorials. columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
elf change of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledgi r
Times strongly believe that to limit
()immolated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper %ould
be a disservice to our readers
Therefore, we encourage realer,
uho do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented b) an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on 'the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token. if an issue has
not been discusseirim this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic it‘light be

Lowdown

(By Bob Wiedrich)
It is only human nature that
once some people have served in
Congress for a couple of decades,
their vested interests in the job
become more important than
serving the country.
The salary isn't bad. There is a
nice pension. Long-term
lawmakers are much in demand.
as well-paid public speakers. And
the seniority system on Capitol
Hill usually assures their
succession up the ladder of
congresgiona I power.

These words, written by the
sixteenth-century Spanish mystic
Teresa of Avila (1515-1582), are
about as succinct a statement of
the mystical desire for union with
the Divine as can be found:
As water penetrates and is
drunk in by the sponge, so it
seemed to me, did the Divinity fill
my soul...And I heard him say
also: 'Labor thou not to hold Me
within thyself enclosed, but
enclose thou thyself within Me.'

the increasing boldness of
fudbamentalist Mbslems led
Evren to "half-heartedly" seize
the government, political
observerssaid at the time.
"No one really thought that he
would lead the military into this,"
one Istanbul businessman
commented after the coup. "He
was too soft. But he had to stop
this senseless bloodshed."
Evren, now 63, set up a National
Security Council to run the
country. It disbanded Parliament,
banned all political activities,
severely limited unions' strength
by outlawing strikes, closed three
newspapers and arrested nearly
71,000 people.
Twelve months after the coup,
nearly 30,000 suspected terrorist,
have been charged. Military
prosecutors have asked the death
penalty for more than 1,200 of
them. Ten convicted terrorists
have already been hanged — the
first executions in Turkey since
1971.
The crackdown has been
accompanied by reports of torture
during interrogation. Lawyers
complain they can't visit clients
and that the right of defense is
nearly non-existent.
The relative peace and calm
throughoutrthe country is praises
by nearly everyone. The Turks
apparently have gladly traded
many human rights for the respite
from terror.
Despite the sterrines-s-ot the
military regime, it also has
garnered the support of its
democratic allies.
Turkey's 550,000-man army
provides a vital defense for the 15nation North Atlantic Treaty
Organization's ill defended
southern and eastern flanks. Some
5,000 U.S. military troops control
surveillance and other bases in
Turkey abutting the Soviet Union;
now particulary vital since the
loss of key listening posts in Iran
following the 1979 Islamic
revolution.
The regime has created an
economic boom under strict
controls imposed by Deputy
Prime Minister Turgut Ozal.
Inflation has plummeted from
more than 100 percent to less than
40 percent. Productivity is
booming and vital foreign
ckrrency is flowing into the banks.
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Looking Back

11.1 I .it

Jayne Kelso, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Kelso, and Randy
Lee, son of Mr. and Edward Lee,
were crowned as Queen and King
of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau. She is a junior and he is a
senior at Calloway County High
School.

Deaths reported include Mrs. meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Ed H. Gibbs, 77, and L. E. Club held at the Murray Woman's
McClain,80.
Club House.
A mobile home, owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Alexander, was
The Murray State University
destroyed by fire yesterday Racers opened the football season
with a 32 to 22 victory over
morning.
Fritz Esser, exchange student Western Carolina at Asheville,
from Germany, spoke at the N.C.

20 Years Ago
Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M.0. Wrather, has been
awarded a scholarship for science
study at Murray State College by
the J-G Chemists' Company of
Murray.
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Team received sixth
place at the Kentucky State Fair.
Team members are Randy and L.

W. Patterson, Jerry Spiceland,
and Janet Like, all members of
the Calloway County Teenage 4-H
Club.
The Rev. Joe S. Whitmer is
campus pastor . for the First
Christian Church at Murray State
University, according to the Rev.
Howard Nichols, pastor of the
Christian Church.

"Clothing Guideposts" was the
lesson given by Barletta Wrather
to the project leaders of Calloway
County Homemakers Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
have returned home after a visit
with their daughter, Mrs. Tom
Bell, Mr. Bell, and children of
Buffalo, N.Y.

30 Years Ago
PFC Alfred I. Clark, son of Mrs.
Lona A. Clark, is serving with the
127th Pilot Training Wing at Luke
Air Force Base, Phoenix, Arizona.
A total of 406 students are
enrolled at the Murray Training
School. according to John E.
Robinson,director.

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Meadows,
Sept. 2, a girl to Mr. and .Mrs.
Carmel Boyle, Sept. 3, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Woosley, Sept.
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Spiceland,Sept. 4.

40 Years Ago
A federal project has been
released to the city of Murray for
$11,333 to grade, drain, and
surface with concrete Maple
Street from Sixth to Seventh and
Sixth Street from Maple to Main.
-It is also for the installation of
storm drainage.
Deaths reported include Ben
Franklin O'Conner, 53, Mrs. R. L.
Holland, 49, and Mrs. Mary Jane
Kesterson.
Prentice Lassiter has been
named superintendent of
Calloway County Schools starting
July 1, 1942. He will succeed T. C.
Arnett.
Murray City Schools will open
Sept. 15, according to Ed Filbeck,
principal. The Rev. Sam P.
Martin, pastor of the First Baptist
Church,' will be the principal
speaker.
The Calloway County Fair will
be from Oct. 1 to 3, according to
Ray Treon, chairman, and A.
Carman,vice chairman.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McClain, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raiford

McReynolds, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. I. W. McCage, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Overbey, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lee,a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Kelly, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lamb.
Marriages announced this week
include Martha Sue Johnson to
Mahlon Frizzell on Sept. 1.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Harlan K. Inglis, won
first prize of $50 and a trophy at
the Second Annual KentuckyTennessee Exposition at Fulton.
Vernon Riley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Riley, is now on
detached service at the District
Headquarters of CCC at Fort
Benjamin Harrison,Ind.
Mrs. Joe Page, governor of the
First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
spoke at the general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club held at
the club house on Sept. 11.
A 24 pound bag of flour is listed
as selling for 65 cents in the ad for
the Murray Food Market this
week.

.50 Years Ago
Foundations for the new Murray
Post office at the corner of Fourth
and Maple Streets will start Sept.
14. The contract price by Samford
Brothers will be $71,900.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Mary Clark, 94, Johnnie Taylor,
67,and Richard M. Newport,74.
D. E. Brinkley, manager of the
Murray Hosiery Mill branch, has
announced that the mill has large
orders on hand and that the plant
can use 75 experienced operators.
A one cent price increase in
gasoline prices was put into effect
by all oil companies in Murray on
Sept. 5. Regular gasoline is now 19
cents per gallon and high test is 72
cents per gallon.
Calloway County won six first
places, eight second places and
six third places in the Purchase
Dairy Show at Mayfici.:.110rsons
winning included N. A. Rodgers,
R. M. Miller, Yancy Bennett,
Hendon Brothers, James Ward,
and Harry Walker.
A practice house will be

maintained for the home
economics students at Murray
State College as a part of the
Smith-Hughes program here,
according to Lyda Muse, head of
the home economics departments.
Marriages announced include
Lillian Chapman to Homer A.
Lassiter on Aug. 31. Corrinne
Wells to Otho Winchester on Sept.
5, Ruth Lawrence to Voris
Pickard on Sept. 6, and Sarah
Butterworth to C. W. Later on
Sept. 10.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson on
Aug. 24, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Coil Phillips on Sept. 4.
About 3,000 persons attended the
Labor Day celebration held at the
Murray State'College Field. W. V.
Gregory was featured speaker
and the event was sponsored by
the American Legion.
Dr. and Mrs. Cody H. Jonesof
Lynn Grove attended the
Kentucky Medical meeting held at
Lexington.

Night classes will be nein again
this year at Murray State College,
according to the office of Dean W.
G. Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weatherly
spent Sunday with their daughter,
Mrs. Malcolm Sublett, Mr.
Sublett, and son, at the hospital at
Owensboro. The Sublett family
remain as patients at the hospital
after being injured in an
automobile accident near there
recently.
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Thought for tooay: BOOKS are
good enough in their own way, but
they are a mighty bloodless
substitute for life. — Robert Louis
Stevenson, British author
(1850-1894).

Echoes

By iii(h' Maupin

History Of Ballard County
Continuing the short histories of
the counties in the Jackson
Purchase, we will look today at
Ballard County, in the extreme
western part of the state.
Ballard county covers an area
of 393 square miles. Its boundaries
are the Ohio River on the north,
Graves and McCracken Counties
on the east, Hickman County on
the south, and the Mississippi
River on the west.
The county was formed in 1842,
when it was created from parts of
Hickman and McCracken
Counties. Ballard County was
named for Captain Bland Ballard,
an early hero of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Ballard County shares with
Graves County its largest stream,
that being Mayfield Creek, which
as we noted last week, was named
for Mr. Mayfield, who drowned in
it at an early date. It is comprised
generally of good farmland, being
gently rolling and having a light
clay soil which drains well. It was
at one time very much like the
open prairie found in America's
western states, covered with
waving grass and very few trees.
Evidently these prairie lands
were the result of raging fires
started either accidentally or by
the Indians long ago, causing
young forest growth to be stunted
and resulting in open grasslands.
Ballard County was once the
site of early Indian tribes now
known to archaeologists as the
Mound Builders. Especially near
Wickliffe, we can still see remains
of ancient earthworks, some as
high as 60 feet. The early mound
builders seemed to settle along the
various rivers and streams in the
county.
The first white man to-come to
Ballard County is said to be
George Rogers Clark, who came
with about 200 soldiers in 1780. He
established a military outpost of
Iron Banks. five miles below the
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Today is Saturday, Sept. 12, the
255th day of 1981. There are 110
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 12, 1944, the first
American troops reached German
soil in World War II.
On this date:
In 1890, the British South Africa
Company founded Salisbury,
Rhodesia.
In 1945, General Douglas
MacArthur ordered the Black
Dragon Society dissolved in
Japan, and many of its leaders
were arrested.
In 1964, dissident army officers
tried unsuccessfully to overthrow
the South Vietnamese
government.
Ten years ago: The United
States and Soviet Union agreed on
a system for handling nuclear
accidents.
Five years ago: Five Croatian
terrorists who hijacked an
American jetliner to France a day
earlier were returned to the
United States, where they were
arrested by the FBI.
One year ago: Turkish generals
seized power from the civilian
government, that nation's third
military takeover in 20 years.

mouth of the Ohio; this was
named Fort Jefferson. This old
fort, which is just about totally
gone now, was about a mile and a
half south of Wickliffe.
Some time aftr the fort was
established, a few hardy pioneer
families settled in Ballard County.
These settlers were evidently
killed by marauding Indians about
1784, which halted attempts at
settling the land until about 1820.
At that time, John Humphrey,
Solomon Redferrin, Robert and
William Crafton and a a few other
hardy souls again established
residence, mostly along the Ohio
River. The land was described as
a "hunter's paradise," and this
fact, along with the good farmland
available was incentive enough to
overcome the threat of Indian
attack.
By 1843, the county seat of
Ballard County, at Blandville, was
organized. The first courthouse
was actually a tobacco barn, with
the first jail being a substantiallybuilt pen. After the county seat
was moved to Wickliffe, more
substantial public buildings were
built.
The first religious organization
in the county was organized about
1822, the Baptist's Old Mayfield
Creek Church. Schools were
formed at an early time, most of
them being the subscription
school, where parents paid fees
for their children's education.
During the Civil War, Ballard
County showed divided
sympathies, with some leaning
toward Southern sentiment. About
400 men from the county joined
the army of the Confederacy, with
about 100 fighting for the Union
side.
Although no m ajor battles were
fought within the county, Fort
Holt was built opposite Cairo,
Illinois, on the Ohio River, atid
was used by a garrison of Federal
troops, for the purpose of
'•-7t.N!
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Today In History

10 Years Ago

Itv fm, Crump

Nobody ever thought
government would become such a
big business that it would be
managed by people who do
nothing else during most of their
adult life.
Yet, that is what has happened.
And that is why there is a growing
number of Americans suggesting
that congressional terms should
be limited to 10 or 12 years so that
elected representatives never
become firmly entrenched again.
They reason that if an individual
has a contribution to make to the
country, he or she should be able
to do so within a decade.
+++
GRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
With industry freezing wages
and trying to eliminate cost-ofliving increases; more voters are
taking a look at the pensions, costof-living increases and other
fringe benefits the lawmakers
voted for themselves. Voters may
want the budget cuts extended to
Capitol Hill and the State Capitols.

df

AP

Congress NOt Lifetime Career
Representative Bill McCollum
(Fla.) -...Congress has become a
career for many, which was never
envisioned by our Founding
Fathers...
-The resolution I have
introduced...provides for the
election of all House Members
once every 10 years following
reapportionment and thereafter a
resumption of staggered 4-year
terms...
In 1951 President Harry S.
Truman proposed a 4-year term
for Members of the House and
later urged a limit of 12 years of
service on each body of Congress.
In 1955 President Dwight
Eisenhower supported the 4-year
term for House Members and also
later advocated a limit of 12 years
of service...
"I call upon my colleagues to
join in a concerted effort to bring
about the debate and hearings
necessary to resolve differences
among Members..."
Representative Dennis
DeConcini (Ariz.) "...A recent
article...in the Chicago
Tribune...is a hard-hitting and
articulate expression of the
problems...1 ask that the article
be printed in the Record. (Some
excerpts):
It's Time To Put A Limit On
Congressional Tenure
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Navigation Test
To Begin On
Cumberland
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
A navigation test period
will begin this month for
the Cumberland River
between the mouth at
Smithland and Barkley
Lock and Dam, near
Grand Rivers, according
to the Army Corps of
Engineers in the
Nashville District_
The navigati6n tist is
being conducted to
evaluate methods to
improve navigation on
the lower Cumberland
River. The test will begin
Sept. 14 and is scheduled
to last eight weeks.
Col. Lee W. Tucker,
district engineer, said,
"Since completion of
Barkley Lock and Dam in
1966, the lower
Cumberland has not been
used to the extent that it
should be. During the test
period, the power plant at
Barkley will be operated
to optimize navigation
conditions on the lower
Cumberland River."
"We plan to regulate
water releases from the
dam by altering the
pattern of power
generation. This will
steady the flow below the
dam and make the river
more navigable. There
will not be more than
3,000 CFS change in
discharge within any six
hour period," Tucker
explained.
To evaluate the
benefits and impacts on
navigation during the test
period, navigation users
will be asked to complete
a short survey.
"We encourage barge
traffic to use Barkley
Lock% during this period
and to complete the
survey which will aid us
in improving navigation
on the lower Cumberland
River," Tucker added.
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Your Choice
Shampoo Or Conditioner

Dry-roasted Peanuts

Your Choice,
Brownie Or Pancake Mix

"Silky Smooth" extra-body
shampoo or conditioner. 16 oz.*

No sugar or oil used in processing. Low-calorie treat. 8 oz..

fudge
'
1
2-oz
Quick and easy. 22/
brownie or 2-lb.. pancake mix.

'Net wt

•Net wt

'
FI OZ.

c
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$4
Rural
Mailbox
Sturdy aluminum/steel
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MSU Chairman
Participates
In Seminar

1

Dr. Terry H. Foreman,
chairman of Philosophy
and Religious Studies at
Murray State University,
was a participant in the
National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH)
Summer Seminar this
year at Brown University
in Providence,R.I.
Directed by Dr.
Elizabeth D. Kirk, professor of English at
Brown University, the
topic of the program of
full-time study and
research centered on
Middle English narrative
poems and encyclopedic
works was "Metaphoric
Transformations of Experience: England, 13501600."
The seminar at The
Rockefeller and the John
Carter Brown Libraries
at Brown University was
designed to determine
changes inlow the world
and human beings in it
were viewed and how
values were shaped during a period of social
change from feudal to
early-modern political
systems.
Foreman said he expects the Kirk seminar to
contribute to his teaching
of literary works in the
Interdisciplinary Core
course on human values,
how required of all
Murray State students
and normally taken in the
sophomore year.
Foreman attended a
previous NEH Summer
Seminar in 1977 at the
University of California
at Irvine. Its topic was
"Portrait of a Decade:
Germany in the 1780s."
NEH sponsored more
than 100 such seminars in
,1981 at major graduate
education centers across
the US. to provide intensive study and research
for those members of college and university
faculties who are unable
to pursue interests at a
high level of specialization as part of a regular
teaching responsibility.
Admission to the
seminars is competitive
and expense grants are
awarded.

$3

$11111

23

Drill
Pump Kit
Attaches
to drill.

For
Handy Propane Gas Cylinder
Easy-to-use and long-lasting. For
use with propane torches.

2 Liter Pepsi
Stock Up Now
•1 ±1

49 Oz.Fob
Detergent
Laundry

-4.1.111.4•04.U..1
4111.1.( 50.TI *NI•

Limit 3

Limit 2

For I
5-oz.• Bath-size Coast"Soap
Refreshing, deodorant soap for
bath and shower. 5-oz. bir.

Ea.
Sure Roll-on Deodorant
Anti-perspirant/deodorant in
regular or unscented. 1.5 oz."

Ea.
33-oz.• Final Touch* Softener
Concentrated fabric softener
with bluing for whiteness.

•Niat wt.

•Fl. OL

•F1. Oz.

Cafeterla
Special
For
Pampers'
Disposable
Toddler "day
Diapers
and night"
diapers for
23 lbs.
babies
Box of 12 over
each.
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Goods Dept

$3

Our Reg. 3.85
Camp Lantern With Battery
It floats, beam up. 6-V battery.

READY- 0-INSTALL TV ANTENNA

$17

Save On VHF/UHF/FM Antenna
VHF/UHF signal splitter: corrosion resistant With 20 elements

111" Wide LOINQ
24"To 27"
Remnants
Broadloom Carpet
fabrics,
Ntarlety of styles,finished.
colors. M edges

$39
TV Most
Not included

Rotates'
3

9

Automatic Antenna Rotor
• Dependable, rugged construction- comporr,.-7.-.*, engineered to last.
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Fins 84 Feathers
Ostlerlbw byIsm

Archery Shoot Held MEMO OUTDOORS

•

Y.11*
' ac.4.

The winners in an Archery Shoot, held in the LBL,Sunday,Sept.6 were,front row, left to right: Freestyle
AA, first place M. Rounds, Benton; C. Class first place L. Collins, Mayfield; Bowhunter unlimited A first
place Paul Myhill, Murray; B class first place G. Givens, second place Billy Dodd, Murray; Bowhunter
Freestyle Limited A class first place L. Davis, Mayfield; B class first place H. Johnson; Women Freestyle AA
first place N. McIntosh, Mayfield; cub first place A. Farrell; Guest Men Freestyle first place L. Goad;
back row Bowhunter unlimited first place J. Thurman, second place J. James, third place R. Clark;
Bowhunter limited first place K. Hess,second place G. Buchanan,third place R. Flood, Murray; Bowhunter,
first place R. McMurty; Barebow first place H. Nichols; Youth Adult limited, first place C. Rozelle; Youth
unlimited first place K. Wooden second place J. Rich; Cub first place J. Walker.
Photo By Mary Barrow

Lake By Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky.
.
(AP) — A couple of fanlike nights have chilled
water temperatures
somewhat and improved
fishing around Kentucky.
The state Department of
Fish and Wildlife gave
this report:
Kentucky — Catfish
slow to fair on cut bait
along channels; in
tailwaters catfish fair;
clear,falling,2feet below
summer pool and 78.
Barkley
Crappie
slow still fishing minnows
over dropoffs and around
submerged cover; in
tailwaters catfish fair;
clear, falling slowly, 3
feet below pool and 78.
Barren — Crappie fair
but small over
submerged cover; clear,
stable at 1 foot above pool
and 76.
Nolin — Crappie slow
over submerged cover;
black bass slow casting
plastic worms off points;
clear to murky, stable at
pool and 80.
Rough River —
Crappie slow over
submerged cover;

bluegill slow along steep
banks; clear to murky,
stable at pool and 78.
Herrington -•*' Black
bass good casting sinner
baits around weedbeds in
extreme upper lake, in
jumps early and late in
day and on plastic worms
off points at night;
bluegill fair to good drift
fishing along steep
banks; clear, stable at
pool and 78.
Green — Black bass
slow to fair casting
plastic worms and
spinner baits off points
and over dropoffs;
crappie fair over
submerged cover; clear
to murky, falling, 1 foot
above pool and 80.
Cumberland — Crappie
good drift fishing over
creek channels and
submerged cover in
heads of coves; black
bass and walleye fair
trolling medium to deep
runners across points; in
tailwaters trout
excellent; clear, falling,
26 feet below timberline
and 77.
Dale Hollow — Walleye

A.

fair trolling deep runners fair to good over
across flats and along submerged cover 20 to 20
shallow banks; black feet deep; black bass fair
bass fair at night casting casting plastic worms
plastic worms off points around stumpbeds and
and around weedbeds; over dropoffs; clear,
clear, falling slowly, 2/
1
2 stable at 2 feet below pool
feet below pool and 76.
and 79.
Laurel — Trout good
Grayson — Crappie
still fishing worms, slow over subMerged
cheese and corn off steep cover; black bass slow
banks at night; bluegill trolling deep runners;
good along shallow clear, falling rapidly, 3
banks; clear, stable at 8 feet below pool and 78.
feet below normal pool
Dewey — Crappie slow
and 78.
over submerged cover;
Cave Run — Musky bluegill slow in coves;
good trolling medium clear to murkty,stable at
runners and by casting 11
/
2foot below pool and 78.
surface lures in coves;
Fishtrap — Bluegill
crappie fair over slow still fishing worms
submerged cover around and crickets along
12 feet deep; clear, stable medium to steep banks;
at pool and 78.
clear, stable at pool and
Buckhorn — Crappie 78.
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring
*Boss Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service
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'1.C. Pontoons

EVIITRUDE

Kenny Collins, left, and Dale Thomason took their
limits of doves opening day in the Lynn Grove area.

SALES &
SERVICE
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
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Holiday
Travel,
Inc
Panorama
Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McClURE

Telephone,502-436-5483

started connecting on
every third shot or so,
and the weight in my
game pouch was building
toward limit-heavy. Arou
nd 3:30 the field heated up
in two ways. The doves
started flying better, and
when school was out
several young hunters
rushed to get in on the
action. Fugate's son
Mark, Bob Snow and
Wesley Chumbler formed
a battery on the hill which
ruled the approach to the
field, and between them
they put up a deadly
curtain of fire. Doves
which weren't hit were
scared to death.
So another season has
started. I now know that

my new shotgun will
connect if I lead far
enough. My dog got in
some exercise and
practice for the duck
season. And I have the
makings for dove gumbo
cleaned and frozen.
Buk most of all I think I
enjoyed watching the
young shooters. They
have an enthusiasm now
that might be dulled
slightly as they get older.
Not that it won't still be
strong. It's just put into a
different perspective. It's
more than burning shells
and downing birds. I'm
not quite sure I know how
to express it. But if you
hunt doves, you know
what I mean.

Kentucky Excluded
Kentucky is the northernmost state in the
Mississippi Flyway to be
excluded from steel shot
zones for the 1981 waterfowl season.
The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Serice has announced that Kentucky's
northern neighbors, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri
and Ohio, as well as
Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Iowa will
be designated as steel
shot zones this season.
Waterfowl hunters in
these states will be required to shoot shells
loaded with non-toxic
steel pellets instead of

lead shot in an effort to
reduce lead poisoning in
waterfowl. The poisoning
is caused by ducks and
geese ingesting spent
pellets.
Kentucky waterfowlers, again excluded
from the zoning, may
continue to use conventional ammunition this
year.
The zonings this year
were approved as
"basic" rather than "annual" regulations, meaning that the rules will remain in effect from year
to year with only
specific changes to be
proposed as needed.

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

*
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-,
It
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
Hwy. 641 So.
*
Phone 753-8322 *
or

Mon.-Sat. 9-9

Sunday 1-6 .

t 502)474-2245 474-2211, ext. 171 *
* Rt. 1 Hardin'
*
*
****************************
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Sportsman's Marina
Murray
Bait
Co.
i
i
At Jonathan Creek

s

0

Fred Gardner, Owner

Announces

0 Wholesale Live Bait :
0 Neon & Ouantity Guaranteed 1
° Hwy. 94 East
Phone]
Lumrprz,
61
41
‘42071
502-79-5693
mmonekmacduskmewsucaskmew

NE W 10 .111(152- Covered Slops For Houseboats
NE Ye .10 Covered Slops For Coursers

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boot Hoists
E.isy to oper.ole elmonatel Marone growth on boat bottom
1-71w,nuor

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales & Service "
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Kenlake Manna
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

t

From Steel Shot Zone

*it**************Or**It**it*****
•
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

,

fake 94 fast out of Murroy for 7 miles Turn r.ght on 180
for 7 miffs post Bonner s C.000efy roi,e
block top ,nto Ponorormiand follow blacktop to your
F;Mow 280

Youthful enthusiasm is fun to watch on a hot dove'
field. Young Bob Snow can't keep shells in his
hunting vest.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
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much sense to get into the
Somebody told!
Opening day doves are field much before 3 or 4
supposed to be slow- p.m.since the doves don't
fliers. But the birds that fly well until that time
swept over Steve anyway. But opening day
Fugate's farm in is opening day. I'm used
Livingston County acted to getting out there and
like veterans. They sweating and waiting
dipped and sailed, from the moment the
coming in high and then clock strikes 12 noon.
Finally it was time to
zigzagging like grey
darts down over the leave. If I drove slowly, I
wheat and milo. But wouldn't be at the field
while they didn't act like too early. And when I got
opening day birds, I was there, I wished I'd driven
the embodiment of the faster. Hunters were
opening day gunner.I just already in the mowed
couldn't seem to put my down wheat, and doves
shot where the doves were flying. It didn't take
would be instead of where long to tell the host a
courtesy hello and find
they were.
Since boyhood, opening my way into the action.
I prefer a 20 gauge
day on doves has been
special. It's the annual double with improved
beginning of something cylinder barrels on
free and unfettered, that doves, especially on
time of cooler days and opening day. The open
turning leaves and barrels give a wider
feeling good. I guess I pattern and usually
still associate opening account for a muchday with similar days needed margin of error.
years ago down in But today I had a new 12
Tennessee. The men in gauge with a full-choke
the family would climb tube.At 30 yards it shoots
into the cab and bed of a a pattern like a
pickup and ride out to basketball. At 50 yards
some dusty field where and beyond it opens up to
other similar truckloads a respectable width, but
of men would be waiting. that's too far for me to hit
I liked the smell of doves with any kind of
powder in a freshly-spent consistency, especially
shotgun shell. I liked the "educated" doves with
oily smell On the .410, and afterburner flight
I liked it when the doves characteristics.
My first target was a
would sail by and hunters
would shoot and laugh. screaming mimi. I didn't
The feeling was want to try it. I wanted
something I've never instead to wait for a
outgrown, and I hope I loafer. I always like to
start on a positive note
never do.
Steve Fugate's place on with an easy dove, and
the Cumberland River there was nothing
had been recently positive about this bird.
cleared, and a stand of But the hunter across
summer wheat was the field was screaming,
planted to hold the soil in 'Here he comes, over
place. A couple of weeks you." I could either look
ago Steve hired a man dumb and let it go by or
with a bushhog to mow blaze away and probably
strips around a pond and look dumb anyway.I took
a hill which bordered a the second choice, fired
gully and creek. The twice and the dove sailed
doves flocked into the by untouched.
spot like seed ticks on an The second bird did the
same thing, as did the
LBL squirrel hunter.
Then the rains came, third. "Now wait," I told
and Steve got worried. myself. "You're no Herb
"Looks like a lot of the Parsons (he was a
wheat has sprouted," he famous target shooter),
said after a pre-opening but you're also no
day scouting trip. "There newcomer on doves.
were a lot of doves Settle down and get out
coming in, but now ahead of them." About
they're not using the field then I heard another
as much." Starting time "coming your way,"
for opening day was set at spotted a pair of birds
2 p.m., and the hightailing it toward my
uncertainty of what kind weedy stand and got a
of shoot we'd have mixed good lead. The first dove
with the anxiety of the catapulted when I
touched off. My retriever
wait for Sept. 1.
I was at home in my did his job and delivered
office when the season the bird with a "that's
officially started. My more like it" attitude. I
gun, vest and shells were agreed.
The rest of the
already in the truck at
noon. I thought about afternoon was one of
driving out to the field those typical opening day early, taking a book and affairs. The doves came
waiting the two extra. in waves at first, several
hours until the other at a time, and then there
would be extended
hunters came.
It really doesn't make waiting spells. I finally

1
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Fins & Feathers
Duck Calling Contest
To Be Held In November

Hunters To Be Drawn For

The American Duck
Hunters Association, Inc.
a national non-profit
sportsman's service
organization dedicated to
waterfowl conservation,
waterfowl hunting, and
saving waterfowl
wintering habitat will
hold the Nineth Annual
United States Open Duck
Calling Championship
and Sportsman's Party
on Saturday, November
7, 1 1 at the Family and
Living Center Building
locatel at the entrance to
Libert Land at the Fair
grounds in Memphis,
Tennessee.
The big event, which
features over $1,000.00 in
prize money, gets under
way at 2:00 p.m. The

Permanent Blinds On Sept.28
Frankfort, Ky. —
Waterfowl hunters will be
drawn for permanent pit
and blind sites on both the
Grassy Pond-Powell's
Lake and Jenny HoleHighland Creek units of

the Sloughs Wildlife
Management Area in
Henderson, September
28.
The drawing will be
held at the Henderson
Community and Youth

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT

W•• ••^4.

Since 181111 • 15 Years Of Dependable Service
4

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Cover Ail Nindows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Roofing
•Storm Windows Er Doors

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
RI 5 Box 2059 Murray, Ky

Center in Atkinson Park,
Henderson, between 6
p.m. and 8 p.m. with
those applicants drawn
first having first choice
on pit and blind sites.
All applicants must
show a valid Kentucky
hunting license to be
issued a permit. Permits
are non-transferable but
a hunter may designate
one other person as a
partner for registration.
Permit holders have
until November 10 to
construct their pits and
blinds, and will forfeit
their permit if they have
not done so. Other
hunters may use the sites
on a first come, first
served basis but must
give up the pit or blind
when the permit holder
arrive and claims his site
by showing the permit.
Pits and blinds may not
be locked to exclude other
hunters.
All pits and blinds must
be at lest 200 yards apart
and may be occupied by
not more than four
hunters at a time. Should
the Ohio River flood to a
level requiring boat
access to the sites then
hunting will be allowed
from boats spaced at
least 200 yards apart,
without regard to the
registered sites,
according to Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.

p.m. along with the
Sportsman's Party with
many valuable prizes:
So far judges have been
chosen from Arkansas,
Ohio and Tennessee.
There will be a minimum
of 5 and a maximum of 6
judges.
Callers wishing an
entry blank, contest
rules, list of judges and
prize listing should write:
ADHA — U.S. Open,
P.O. Box 27491, Memphis,
TN 38127-0491 or call the
contest Chairman Morris
E. Gannon, Jr. at 901-7259520 after 5:00 p.m.
From 10 a.m. till the
end of the contest, ADHA
will hold its Second
Annual National Wildlife
Art Show and Auction.
Interested Artists and
Galleries should write:
ADHA — Art Show,
P.O. Box 27491, Memphis,
TN 381274191.

afternoon competition
will pit contestants from
eight or ten states. The
top twenty of this "calloff" will qualify for the
finals beginning at 7:00

411111%.

George Hodge took five bass while fishing on Kentucky Lake, in the
Blood
River area, using a red zarro worm. This lunker was the largest of the string
weighing seven pounds.

5th Annual Craft Camp

*****************************
:
** &Johnson ***
*
*
OLITEMAROS

*

To Be Held Sept. 21-23
GOLDEN POND, KY
— Fourteen different
crafts, from gourd art to
decoupage, will be
featured at the 5th Annual Leisure Craft Camp
at Br andon Spring Group
Camp in TVA's Land Between The Lakes
September 21-23.
Other crafts to be
taught include *ooden

:

i Darnell Marine Sales ,ri

toys and games, cross- Fees wil be $28 for each
Murray, Ky. 42071:
stitching, wooden individual or $46 per cou-:Route 3 Box 80
Christmas ornaments, ple for participants stay- *
Highway 94 East
*
stained glass—making, ing at Brandon Spr- *
*
*
weaving, birdhouse ing.Lodging, meals, and *
*
OWNER: Gary Darnell
building, corn shuck a craft manual are in- *
*
crafts, and landscape cluded in the cost. Day *
.,,. BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
**
painting. Six group ses- campers will be charged
!
et*
.
*************•
•••
•
:*
o
tei
tt*
*
****
**********
:
*
•
•
*
m
attendance,
during
day
of
per
held
$10
be
will
sions
the camp, with par- with lunch included. In •
ticipants selecting the addition, material fees
crafts they desire to par- ranging from $5 to $10
will be required for each
ticipate in.
"The camp offers par- craft project.
ticipants the opportunity For more infomration
to develop a variety of or registration forms conprograms for their own tact Program Coorleisure time or for group dinator, Recreation, Ininstruction," Beth An- terpretation and En. virdrews, Brandon Spring nomental Energy
program director, said. Education Branch, TVA"The objective is to teach Land Between The
individuals how to utilize Lakes, Golden Pond,
their environment and Kentucky 4223, telephone
develop specific skills 502-924-5602, extension
in creative expression." 309.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL
YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT BUY IN 1981-82
Another colorful season of college
football
and
basketball
is
approaching, and Murray State
University wants you to be a part of
the action!
The MSU Racers have four home
games scheduled in football in 1961
and 14 home games in basketball in
1981-82. Listed below are three
attractive season ticket options which
offer you an opportunity to attend
every exciting game.
Please take a moment to study each
option and see which fits your needs.
Then order your tickets simply by
writing the MSU Athletic Ticket Office
in Room 211 of Stewart Stadium or by
calling (502) 762-818.4 or 762-8800.

Roost Football
Sept. 28 Tennessee Tech, 7:30
Oct. 3
Morehead State, 1:30
Oct. 31 Eastern Kentucky, 2:00
Nov. 7 Austin Peay, 1:30
Raver Sasisstbell
Nov. 19 Marathon Oil, 7:30
Nov. 28 Missouri-Kansas City,
7:30
Nov. 30 West Virginia Tech, 7:30
Dec. 5 Arkansas College, 7:30
Dec. 10 Akron, 730
Dec. 12 Youngstown State, 7:30
Dec. 21 Ferris State, 7:30
Austin Peay, 7:30
Jan. 9
Jan. 14 Morehead State, 7:30
Jan. 18 Eastern Kentucky, 7:30
Jan. 30 Western Kentucky, 7:30
Feb. 15 Southeastern Louisiana,
7:30
Feb. 18 Middle Tennessee, 7:30
Feb. 20 Tennessee Tech, 7:30

1961412 NU
Season Ticket latermation
MSU offers three season ticket
options to the general public in
football and basketball for 1981-82:
taw* Seats
Reserved Bleacher Seats
and The Fondly Plan
• The Chair Seats are available to
MSU Racer Club members and sell for
WS each in football and for $78 each
In basketball.
• The Reserved Bleacher Seats sell
for $22 each in football (Section V.
between the 40-yard lines) and $18
each (Sections U. W. X. Y, 2) and for
986 each in basketball (Sections 3, H.
1, M, N).

faculty and staff members. Faculty and
staff members also may participate in
The Family Plan.
Individual Gains Ticket inhwirtedon
All seats offered for sale in Stewart
Stadium and Racer Arena this season
will be reserved. Individual game
ticket prices will be: FOOTBALL:
Chair, $7; Reserved Bleacher Adult, $8
and $5, and Reserved Bleacher Child,
$5 and $4. BASKETBALL: Chair, $8;
Reserved Bleacher Adult, $5, and
Reserved Bleacher Child, $4.
Individual game tickets will not go
on sale until season tickets sales are
ended.

Row to Order Season Tickets
To reserve your MSU football or
basketball season tickets: Write the
NSU A0/0110 110. _Offse In Room
211 of
e1 Iherray
Slate Wailed!, its filionec, Ky. 42071,
at Gail 7414114 or 7914800.
A season ticket brochure and Racer
Club brochure will be forwarded to
you. Your tickets will be mailed prior
to the Racers' first home football and
basketball games.
NOTR: The Racer Club. a non-profit
MSU athletic booster organization,
requires a minimum annual donation
of $82.50 per chair seat. The donation
is tax deductible.

2ALL
5woMEN'IFJ
b

WESTERN AND
WOR
K
BOO
TS
INCLUDING TEXAS STEERT-F'
Regular Prices from '16.90 to $44.97
Sale Prices from

$1260
.
'
4 3370

STYLES SHOWN ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF
SELECTION PRE-TICKETED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

wire

• The Family Plan is available in
football and basketball to any person
who purchases two Chair or two
Reserved Bleacher Seats. It permits
that person to purchase at half price
additional Reserved Bleacher Seats
for all other family members in grades
one through 12.
Faculty and Stan Ticket Intermation
MSU offers season football and
basketball tickets at half price to its

Sale Dotes
Sept. 1 3-thru-26

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murrajf, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Lakers Capitalize; Defeat McClean,28-15
By KEN WALKER
If Calloway County's
28-15 win ver McLean
County last *ght at
Laker Stadi
roved
anything, it was that a
team doesn't necessarily
have to dominate a football game to win it. It just
has to make the big plays
at the right times.

While the final stets fourt loss without a win
showed McLean County this season: "And
with a slight edge in total Calloway turned all three
offensive yards (209-193), of them into big plays."
The first big play came
the Cougars were never
really in the game after with 1:41 left in the first
quarter when Laker
halftime.
quarterback Tim Brwon
threw a perfectly-lofted
sideline pass to split end
Craig Darnell that
resulted in a 33-yard

touchdown play, and a 7-0
Calloway lead.
"Tim Brown did an extremely good job with
Darnell on those streak
patterns," Laker coach
Sam Harp commented.
"We were able to open
up our offense quite a
bit."
After McLean County's
LaValton Humphrey tied
the game with a threeyard TD run midway
through the second
quarter, the second of the
key plays on Melloy's list
shifted the tide back in
the Lakers'direction.
On the ensuing kickoff
after Humphrey's run,
the Lakers' star running
back Tommy Workman
fielded a short kickoff at
his own 20 and streaked
down the right sideline 80
yards for the score that
put Calloway County
ahead for good.
"On that kickoff, we
told our kicker (Denny
Whitaker) to'just kick the
ball away from number
26 (Workman's uniform
number)," Melloy
said. "But he kicked it
TURNING IT ON-Junior Craig Darnell uses a burst of speed to get outside on Cougar defender Denright to him and look
ny whitaker.(Staff photo by Jennie Gordon)
happened."
Workman's 80-yard run
on the kickoff gave the the 5-foot-10 inch, 170- Mark Cartwright, who fort all the way down the Mark Duncan suffered a
Lakers a 14-7 lead, and pound senior stretched replaced Joe Nelson at line."
possible fracture of the
Melloy, whose team fibula bone in his leg. The
the margin to 21-7 when quarterback for McLean
he scored on a- I5-yard County, tossed eight also lost to Calloway last injury could sideline Dunburst up the middle with yards to Whitaker, then year ,said he saw a lot of can for at least six weeks.
"That hurts," Harp
just 54 seconds left in the passed to Troy Thomas improvement in the
first half. That was the for the two-point conver- Lakers' program from said. "We don't have a
wholelot of depth,and we
third key play of the sion to make the final last season:
"Coach Harp and his were expecting a lot out
game, giving Call9way score 28-15.
an insurmountable lend.
staff have done an ex-- of Mark this year."
"Our passing improved
NEW YORK (AP) - Workman's second TD a great deal," Harp said, cellent job for a third- Next Friday night, the
Martina Navratilova was set up by a fumble commenting on Brown's
year varsity program," Lakers will take their 3-1
danced a little jig, then recovery by the Lakers' three-of-four, 97-yard
Melloy said. "Calloway's record into a conference
went to the net and Kevin Kernell and a 49- passing performance.
a well-coached team and and district class with the
accepted the yard pass from Brown to "They shut off our run
they execute well."
Lone Oak Purple Flash at
congratulations of Chris Darnell,.
There was one bad Laker Stadium.
pretty well. On defense,
Evert Lloyd.
"Ndtt week will be an
twist for the Lakers in the
Workman's first-half we had a little too much
The 25-year-old performance, which in- arm tackling, but,
first half when extremely big game for
Navratilova, who has cluded 39 yards rushing overall, we had a good efsophomore defensive end us," Harp admitted.
won Wimbledon twice, on seven carries, helped
acted almost like a teen- give the Lakers a largeager who was capturing enough margin to enable
her first tournament.
the coaching staff to rest
"This was like the him in the second half.
finals," she said, "only I "Workman had a
have to go out and play slightly bruised thigh,"
again."
Harp explained, "so we
Navratilova defeated just decided to play it
Lloyd, the defending- safe in the second half
champion, 7-5, 4-6, 6-4 and not play him much."
Friday in the women's Calloway County exsemifinals of the U.S. tended its lead even furOpen tennis ther when, with 7:29 left
championships.
in the third quarter, the
Today, she made her Cougars' Jimmy Nevitt's
first appearance in an punt was blocked by the
Open final, playing Tracy Lakers. Calloway's RanAustin, the 18-year-old dy Dawson picked the
from Rolling Hills, Calif.. ball up on the McLean 34
Austin, who beat Lloyd and ran it all the way in to
in the 1979 final, defeated give Harp's troops a 28-7
Barbara Votter 6-1, 6-3 in lead.
the other semifinal "It's nice to win any
Friday.
way you can," Harp said.
The men's semifinals "We've had a lot of
were to be played today, sickness on the team this
with defending champion week, so it was good to
John McEnroe meeting have a chance to get the
Vitas Gerulaitis and younger kids into the
Bjorn Borg of Sweden game. I was really pleasfacing Jimmy Connors.
ed that, even when we Lloyd's pick in the final had the young guys in,
,•••••••`,
*,
was Austin. She doubted they didn't move the ball
*
that Navratilova could on us that much."
• ••
maintain her high level of The Co gars added
r
excitement for two their
ints with on;
matches.
ly 16
onds left when

Breaks Beat Freshmen
The name of the game lineman and returned 45was turnovers Thursday yards for the game's first
night. And unfortunately score.
for Calloway County High The visitors scored
School's freshman again in the first frame
football team, the breaks and added another TD
before the half.
fell the wrong way.
Visiting Lone Oak "Our defense held them
popped host CCHS, 18-0, scoreless in the second
in the season opener for half," said CCHS coach
Bill Miller, "But our
both squads.
The second play of the offense kept turning the
game brought a definite ball over every time we'd
indicator of what was to get going."
come for CCHS. On the Twice the Lakers
first play from penetrated the Lone Oak
scrimmage the locals 20 yard line, but a fumble
advanced 22 yards on a and a loss on downs kept
pass play. Then the walls their side of the
scoreboard barren.
fell in.
The next play was an One outstanding
end sweep which ended in performance was turned
tragedy for the hometown in for CCHS' attack force
frosh. A fumble was as tight end David Lamb
scooped up by a Lone Oak caught the nine passes for

87 total yards. He was the
only receiver for CCHS to
connect in 14 attempts.
Thursday the CCHS
fresh attempt to reverse
their early season luck
when they travel to North
Marshall for a 6:30 p.m.
game.
In addition to next
Thursday's freshman
game, the Calloway
County Middle School will
initiate its home schedule
against North Marshall
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at
Laker Stadium.
"This week we'll be
working hard on both
concentration and
execution and hope we
can correct some of last
week's errors," Miller
said.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
High School-Scares Breckinndge Co. 30, East BMW 0
Calloway Co. X,McLean 15
Campbellsville 13, Hart Co 6
Carroll Co. X,Henry Co. 13
Cavern& X,Adair C.o. 7
Christian Co. 25, Warren Central 7
Cincinnati Summit 14, Dayton 7
Corbin a.Whitley Co.0
Covingtca Catholic 13, Bellevue 7
Covington Holmes 14,Simon Kenton6
Cumberland 14, Herten'

By The Associated Pram__
Friday Games
Anderson Co. X,Trimble Co. 1
Ashland 27, Green Co. 10
Ballard Memorial 10, Fulton Co.0
Banistown 27, Garrard Co. 16
Bath Co. 43, Millersburg Military 0
Bourbon Co. 15, Fleming Co.6
Bowling Green 27, Marshall Co. 7
Boyle Co. X,Mane Co.0
Breathitt Co. X,Knott Central X

Baseball Standings
Pd. GB
X 11
645 It 13
511
2
11 13
511 2
10 15
545 3
16 14
533 34
17 16
515 4
14 16
467 54
WEST
Kansas City
16 15
516 Oakland
15 14
517 Texas
13 16
id 2
Minnesota
14 11
431 24
Chicago
13 II
419 3
Seattle
13 19
416 34
California
11 3
279 4
1-First-half division winner
Friday's Gams
Seattle 1. Toronto
New York 4, Borten
Detroit 6, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 2, Milwaukee 1
Minnesota 4, Chicago 3
Texas 11, California 6.
Oakland 6, Kansas City 1
Seny's Games
Seattle Beattie 1-1 ) at Toronto Sbeb 7.
1•)
Boston I Ojeda 4-2 at New York Almsche 3-1
_Cleveland • Barker 741 at Detroit !Mar"ris 12-4
Kansas City Jones 4-1 ) at Oiskland
Nam 104
Baltimore Palmer 5-71 at Milwaukee
'Lerch 441 n
Chicago I Dotson 14) at Minnesota
Redfern 44'n)
Texas Honeycutt 9-1 i at California
itritt 541 Ali
Saiday'm Gams
Cleveland at Detroit
Boston at New York
Chicago at Minnesota
Baltimore at Milwaige
Texas at Caldorms
Kansas City at Oakland
Only games scheduled
Mondwfs Games
Detroit at Boston )
Minnesota at Toronto in
New York at Milwaukee 1
Oakland at Tema
Detroit
Baltimore
z-New York
Milwaukee
Boston
Cleveland
Toronto

Kansas City at California ( )
Chicago at Seattle )
Only games scheduled
By The Associsled Pram
Second Half al Season
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet. GB
16 12
571 Si. Louis
516 14
16 IS
Chicago
15 16
414 24
New York
SD 24
14 15
Montreal
.433
4
13
17
1-Philadelphia
12 21
364 64
Pittsburgh
%VINT
20 11
.645
Houton
IS 13
.5111
2
z-les Angeles
.017 24
17 13
Atlanta
.567 24
17 13
San Francieco
16 14
.536 34
Cincinnati
9 II
.361 114
Sin Diego
z•First•half division wimer
Friday's Gamin
Chicago 6, Montreal 5
Philadelphia 1, Pinsburgh
Atlanta 4, San Diego I.
Cincinnati 3, Lea Angeles 2, 10 imings
StLouis 4, New York 2
Houston 1,Sanfrawisio
Games
Montreal lea 0.4y at Chicago (Bird 42)
Lea Angeles Valor:nada 13-4) at Ginner
nati (Sewer 11-2
Philadelphia_ iNoles 9-1) at Pittsburgh
Solomon 44) In)
Sao Diego Wise 34) at Atlanta (Mahler 54)(n)
New York (Scott 44) at &Louis So•
reneon 74) in)
Sao Franciiro Whitson 64) at Hangar
t.,INiehro 7-71 n
Sway'.GOONS
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
San Diego at Atlanta
Lea Angeles at Cincinnati
New York at St.Louis
Montreal at adage
San Francisco at Hoontan In)
-sGames
Cincinnati at Roust= DO
La Angeles at Sin Diego In)
Atlanta at Sea Francisco (
Only pow scheduled

-,

Danville 21, Laurel Co.0
Dixie Heights 14, Campbell Co. 13
Donaldson,Tenn. X,Lou. Beth Haven 7
East Carter 45, West Carter6
Elizabethtown X,Barren Co.0
Erlanger Lloyd 6, Newport0
Fort Campbell 44, Murray 1
Fort Kim 14, Washington Co.9
Fort Thomas Highlands 27, Newport Catholic
Franidort Western Hills 19,Oldham Co. 14
Franklin-Simpson 12, Mayfield 10
Glasgow 54, Butler Co.0
Green Co. 14, Lou.Shawnee 1
Greenville 1,Fedton City 6
Hancock Co. 12, Perry Central,Ind.0
Harrodsburg 19, Frankfort 13 OT
Henderson Co. 46, Daviess Co.0
Ironton,Ohio 21, Russell 14
Jessamine Co. 19, Estill Co. 12
Johnson Central 20, Sheldon Clark 7
Ky. Country Day 36, Eminence0
Lawrence Co. 20, Raceland 6
Lie Co. 41, Pineville 6
Lea. Bryan Station X,Boyd Co. 15
Lox. Henry ("lay 35,Somerset6
Lea. Lafayette 6, Shelby Co.0
Lax. Tates Creek 12, Boone Co.0
Lincoln Co. 20, Runlet] Co.6
Lone Jack 20, Bell Co.0
Lone Oak 21, Crittenden Co.0
Lao Butler!], Lou. Atherton 7
Lou DeSales 14, Lou. Doss 7
Loa. Eastern 36, Lou.Seneca 12
Lou Fern Creek 13, Lou. Menial 12
Lou. Iroquois 12, Lou. Waggoner 0
Lou Jeffersontown X,Lou. Central 7
Lou SL Xavier!]. Lou. Nate6
Lou.Southern 33, Lou. Fairdak 0
Lou. Valley 10, Pleasure Ridge0
Lou. Weskrn 13, LOU. Bishop David 10
lallow 12, Erlanger Scott 7
Lynn Camp 11, Berea 6
Madison Central X,Belfry 21
Martinrville, bid. 61, Lou. Moore 7
Maim Co. 21, Boone Co.0
,MeadeOL 211,Taylor Co.14
Mawr Co. al,Casey Co 6
Metcalfe Co. 27, Garnsliel0
Middlesboro 36. Clark Co.0
Morgan Co.27, MC.Napier6
Nelson Co. 20, Bullin Central 6
Nicholas Co.25, Fairview 12
North NUM 10, Lank Co. 7
North Hardin 34,East Hardin 6
Owen Co.6, Richnond Madison 0
Owensboro 31,Paducah Tilghman 0
Owensboro Apollo 40,Ohio Co,0
Painrmille 41. Mullins
Pans 14,Beednrood 13
Pam& 34, Elkhorn City 15
Preitansburg 45,Fleming-Neon 0
Rockautle Co. 19,Clay Co,
Rowan Co. 35, Montgomery Co.0
RumellviDe 19, Allen Co.0
Scott Co.35,/Wilson Co. X
Tompkinsville 47,glintan Co.7
Trigg Co.31, Webster CO.3
Virgie 35, Phelps6
Warren Fast 33, Edmonson Ca.0
est Hardin 6.Graysoo Co.2
alliamsbung 27, Wayne Co.0
Woodford Ca X,Franklin Co.6

;
\

Martina
Defeats
Lloyd

Compared to a home with no insulation, one that is
fully weatherized and insulated can reduce heating
costs by half. An insulated home is a good
investment and can mean substantial savings on
your electric bill.

Say YES to 5-door convenience
Say YES to front-wheel drive
Say YES to steel be ted Michelins
Say YES to high ml cage
••••••109
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••
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Cr, 'ow
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Ask us for free booklets on insulating
and weatherizing your home.
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One Left At Good Savings
Good Now til Soot. 23rd

CAIN'S
AMC-JEEP.RENAULT
.INC.
641 Hoofs - 753-64411

•
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McLEAN COUNTY SANDWICH - Laker Tony Hendon (IS) and a fells*
defender put the clamps on McLean County tight end Jimmy Nevitt in Friday's
win.(Staff photo By Jennie Gordon)
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Murray High Unable To Contain Falcons'Impressive Arsena
By JOHN SALEFtN0
Staff Reporter
Fort Campbell is
known for its Air Assault
School, which trains
soldiers to rappell from
flying helicopters into
remote areas to catch the
enemy off-guard. And
some of that training
must have filtered down
to the army base's high
school football team,
because the soldier's sons
assaulted Murray Friday
night, and came away
with a 40-0 rout.
The highly touted
Falcons precision offense
scored the first time they
had the ball. Senior
quarterback Kevin
Extine executed two fake
handoffs and hit junior
Henry Parks, who caught
the ball on his fingertips
IN THE SEAM -Sophomore wide receiver Andy Parks split the Fort Campfor a 50-yard scoring
bell defenders like this several times in Friday's loss to the Falcons.
strike.
The Tigers could not
get their offense going
and were forced to punt.
Campbell's White, but quarter TD run by
out ot bounds at the five
A Falcon back broke two
then forced him out of Extine, but Webb scored and the next play,
tackles but Junior Brad
bounds and over the from 30 yards out on the
combined with junior
Cain slipped through the Tiger
bench. The next play from
Steve
McDougal and
interference and downed roughing
penalty moved scrimmage. After a
Houston,
Keith
a senior
the ballcarrier with a the ball to midfield,
and
defensive
lineman,
completed
to
from
pass
nice tackle. But it only the
Falcons methodically sophomore quarterback
knock
Darnell
back
to
the
took two plays for the marched
to its objective
Mark Boggess to senior 13-yard line.
Fort Campbell engine to
for another six points. Stephon Reed fell just Fort Campbell 20 6 7 7 -40
get primed as junior Senior
Murray
0 0 0 0 -0
Craig Crawford, short of a first down, the
1st quarter - Ft. Campbell,
halfback Kelvin White who
50-yd.
blocked a punt last
pass from Extine to
Tigers had to punt. The
took a pitch and raced week
Parks, point after good by
against Reidland, Falcons drove into
Wilson; 45-yd. run by White,
around right end 45-yards came in
form the right
Murray territory but point after by Wilson; 85-yd.
to paydirt.
pass from Extine to White.
side to knock down the
were stopped short of the 2nd
Down 14-0, Tiger senior extra
quartr - Ft. Campbell,3-yd.
point. The half
when
zone
Tiger
end
the
run
by Webb.
Ken Murphy showed ended with
a 26-0 score.
quarter-Ft.Campbell, 233rd
good
defense
too
made
some fire as he took the Another
yd. run by Webb.
clipping
Murphy
rode
plays.
4th quarter-Ft. Campbell, 2-yd.
Falcon kickoff deep in his penalty
negated a third
reserve QB Clift Darnell run by Picket.
own territory and
barreled up the middle 40
yards before being
dragged down by the
safety man.
The opponents
entrenched defense posed
ail insurmountable
hirrdle for the Tigers all
night and allowed the
Falcon offense to be on
the field most of the
game. Before the quarter
ended, Extine combined
with the fleet-footed
White on an 85-yard
touchdown pass. They
missed the point after,
and the quarter ended,200.
Penalties briefly
stalled the Fort Campbell
attack in the second
quarter. They drove to
GENERAL INTEREST - Lieutenant Colonel Robert S. Young (far left) and
the Murray 20, but were
moved back by a block- his wife Lou (far right) joined the commanding general of Fort Campbell, Major
below -the -knees General Charles W. Bagnal and his wife Patsy at the game Friday night. The
infraction. On the next general's son,senior Joe Bagnal, plays for the Falcons, LTC Young is stationed
play, Sophomore at Fort Campbell, but he and his wife are from Murray.
Langston Webb darted 30 Photo By John Salerno
yards through the Tiger
defense, but a clipping
penalty nullified the six
points.
The two fortunate
mistakes gave Murray
some momentum as
Murphy, junior defensive
back Jon Billington and TOM CANAVAN edged the Milwaukee
seventh inning, helpingGreg Cain, a senior Associated Press Writer
Brewers 2-1 Friday night.
Minnesota nip Chicago as
defensive lineman, con- Dennis Martinez, 12-4,
"Dennis definitely is
the surging Twins won
verged on the opposing once was the big question the best pitcher in the
their fourth in a row.
Falcon back for a loss, mark on the Baltimore league this year," said
Engle hit the home run
forcing a fourth down and Orioles pitching staff. But his catcher Rick
off Britt Burns, 8-4, who
six-to-go situation. The it seems he's found all the
Dempsey. -He has rarely
was pitching despite the
Falcons opted for a field answers this year.
struggled out there and
fact that his father's
Hot-hitting Eddie
goal and it was short.
he is capable of winning
funeral is today.
But the Tigers found Murray slammed a home every time out.
Burns' father was hit
that penalties can work run and Doug DeCines
The win was Martinez's
by a car in July near his
for or against you. On the drove in the winning run
fourth straight and he's
home in Birmingham,
next punt, a Murray with a double to back
won five of six decisions
Ala. and had been in a
player made a good Martinez's seven-hit
since the players strike
coma ever since. He died
tackle on Fort pitching as the Orioles
ended.
Wednesday night. Burns
In other American
flew from Birmingham to
Ar"
League action, New York
Minnesota Friday just to
downed Boston 4-1, pitch in the game. He will
Detroit defeated
return to Birmingham
Cleveland 6-3, Minnesota
early Saturday morning.
nipped Chicago 4-3,
Al Williams, 4-8, was
Seattle clobbered,Toronto
the winner, while Doug
8-1, Oakland whipped
Corbett collected his llth
Kansas City 6-1 and
save of the season.
Texas outslugged
Rangers 11, Angels6
(3-10 Speeds)
slumping California 11-6.
Pat Putnam drove in
Martinez threw 118 four runs on four hits,
pitches, 76 of them for
including his sixth and
',strikes. He kept the seventh homers,as Texas
AWE
Get $32 worth
free-swinging Brewers
handed California its
of accessories
off balance by throwing seventh straight loss.
free with
20 changeups, 12 of them
With one out in the
purchase of
for strikes, according to eighth and the score tied
this Raieigh
Orioles' pitching coach 6-6, Putnam singled off
blqede
Our Silver-Tag special
Ray Miller.
Don Aase, 4-4, and Tom
It's the best deal around
The Orioles scored both
Poquette followed with a
Raleigh quality. Plus
their runs in the fourth
tie-breaking double.
inning against Moose
Bump Wills then drew a
free accessories worth $32.
Haas, 8-6. Murray lined
walk and he and Jim
Come in and see for yourself.
his 17th homer with one
Tolleson,
running for
But hurry, this offer won't last long.
out, his 13th hit in his last Poquette, scored on Al
26 at -bats. John
Oliver's two-run single
Lowenstein walked with
off Andy Hassler.
zi.
Spoke & Pedal two out, stole second, Yankees 4, Red Sox 1
then scored on DeCinces'
Rookie left-hander
double to left.
Dave Righetti and Rich
753 03138
The Brewers scored in Gossage combined on a
the second as Ben Oglivie two-hitter as New York
Dixieland
doubled, took third on a downed 'Bdston for its
passed ball and scored on fourth win in five game*:
Center
a sacrifice fly by Roy
Righetti, 6-2, struck out
Howell.
a major league careerbatters while
high
Twins 4, White Sox 3
walking five and allowing
Dave Engle snapped a only two singles, one by
2-2 tie with his first major Carney Lansford in the
When you know bicycles, you want Raleigh.
league home run, a fourth and another by
two-run shot in the Jerry Remy in the eighth.

Orioles Edge Brewers
3-2 With Murray's Bat

USING THE WEDGE - Senior Ken Murphy spent much of his time returning kicks against the
Falcons Friday evening, as he broke this one 40 yards befor the Fort Campbell safety wrestled him
down. Stephon Reed, a senior running back, was the lead blocker on this play. ( Staff photo by John
Salerno)

Carlton Four-Hits Pittsburgh
KEN RAPPOPORT
since being ejected from save.
they won their third game
Sports Writer
a game Tuesday night in
in a row. The Phillies
The Padres reached
The last time out, Steve have scored 29 runs in
Atlanta, clubbed a Perry for a run in the first
Carlton pitched seven their last three games
one-out single in the first on Terry Kennedy's RBI
innings and complained after a slow start in
inning and eventually single, but the Braves
of "arm-tiredness."
scored on a single by Art tied the score against
baseball's second season.
If he's weary these In other NL games,
Howe.
loser Steve Mura, 5-12, in
days, it certainly didn't Houston blanked San
the bottom of the inning
Cardinals 4, Mets 2
show Friday night.
Gene Roof, making his on Chris Chambliss's runFrancisco 6-0, St. Louis
The ace left-hander of turned back New York 4first major league start, scoring base hit.
the Philadelphia Phillies 2, Atlanta trimmed San
collected two hits and
Murphy then put the
checked Pittsburgh on Diego 4-1, Cincinnati
drove in a run as St. Louis Braves ahead 3-1 with a
four hits before leaving edged Los Angeles 3-2 in
snapped a five-game two-run homer in the
with a big lead after 10 innings and Chicago
losing streak by beating third, his ninth, and
seven innings en route to stopped Montreal 6-5.
New York.
added a solo blast in the
an 8-0 triumph and his The Phillies sked •
The triumph enabled eighth.
12th victory of the season. Carlton to a 4-0 leadM the
the Cards to maintain a
Reds 3, Dodgers 2
"Lefty is fine - no first inning when they
1't-lead over Chicago and
Ron Oester slammed a
problem - as was collected five hits off
pushed them 2L2 games 3-2 pitch into the right
witnessed by thousands loser Rick Rhoden, 8-3.
over New York and field seats at Riverfront
of people," said The hits included RBI
Montreal in the National Stadium with one out in
Philadelphia Manager doubles by Moreland and
the bottom of the 10th
League East.
Dallas Green. "Steve Garry Matthews and runBob Forsch, 8-5, who inning to power
could have finished if we scoring singles by Garry
had lost three games in a Cincinnati over Los
wanted him to. He Maddox and Manny
row, pitched seven Angeles.
experienced no problems Trillo.
innings and Bruce Sutter
Oester, who had three
whatsoever tonight."
blanked the Mets over the hits in the game,b
Astros 6, Giants0
Although Carlton was Gary Woods started a
last two for his 20th save. smashed his third home
relieved again this time, three-run third inning
Pat Zachry, 7-11, who run of the season, off
Green said that was only with a twodrun single and
gave up three first-inning Alejandro Pena, 1-1, the
because he wanted to look Don Sutton scattered five
runs to St. Louis, was the fourth Dodger pitcher.
at young Jerry Reed, who hits to lead Houston over
Joe Price, 5-1, got the
loser.
held the Pirates to three San Francisco. The
victory in relief.
Braves 4, Padres 1
hits in two innings. Astros, who boosted their
Cubs6,Expos 5
Atlanta's Gaylord
Carlton is 3-0 in his last West lead to 242 games Perry, four days short of
Ken Reitz collected a
five starts, and his 12-3 over the Giants, got to his 43rd birthday, pair of RBI with a homer
record ties him for the Vida Blue,8-6, in the third
scattered nine hits over and a sacrifice fly and
National League lead in inning on Woods' two-run seven innings and rode reliever Wilie Hernandez
victories with Fernando single and a run-scoring Dale Murphy's two home extinguished a ninthValenzuela of the Los grounder by Kiko Garcia. runs over San Diego for inning Montreal rally,
Angeles Dodgers, who is Sutton, 8-8, struck out his 296th career victory.
leading Chicago over the
12-4.
Perry, 7-6, got relief Expos.
six and walked only one.
Meanwhile, Keith Cesar Cedeno, help in the last two
Winner Mike Griffin, 2Moreland drove in three returning to the Houston innings from Rick Camp, 2, pitched seven innings,
runs for the Phillies as lineup for the first time who recorded his 14th allowing seven hits.

14 DAYS LEFT!
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE WHEN YOU BUY
AND TAKE DEUVERY
ON ANY NEW 1981
CHEVROCET CAR 1981
LIGHT-MTV TRUCK
OR 1982 CAVALIER

FINANCING COULDSAVE YOU
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!
Arg

Summer Savings on Monte Carlo

Silver-Tag
bike sale.
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€ .i7,01maeclal

V-8 Automatic,
Tinted Glass, Air,
Rally Wheels, White
Wall Tires, Cream
w/Champogne Interior
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Stock No 204

Summer Savings on Citation

n993

Power Brakes, Automatic,s
Roof Rock 8 White Wall 0
Air, Power, Steering,
Tires
•660

$7333
CHEVY MAKES GOOD THINGS HAPPEN!
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Stock No. 270

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

RALEIGH*
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753-2617
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New Faculty Members Announced IPolicy Hurts Growers,
*line new faculty
numbers have joined
five different
departments in the
College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray
State University for the
10142school year.
Departments with new
faces are:
—Accounting and
Finance — Jim R.

assistant professor.
Kaufman, whose
hometown is Dongola,
Ill., earned both
bachelor's and master's
degrees at Southern

dissertation to fulfill
Ph.D requirements. He
also earned his
undergraduate and
master's degrees at
Virginia Tech.
Davis was an adjunct
faculty member in 1900-81
while completing work on
the specialist in college
teachin _degree at

Martha Parker
Illinois University. He
was a graduate student in
1980-81 at the University
of Arkansas.
Fenton, a certified
Jim R. Kaufman
Public Accountant
Kaufman, assistant CPA), was formerly
professor; and Ed Fenton employed by a CPA firm
Jr. and Debra Coleman in Murray. He has also
Jeter, both visiting worked for two national
. Fenton
accountin U
lecturers.
—Economics —
Michael C. "Mick"
Bloom, visiting assistant

Edward A. Davis
Murray State. He also
earned the master's at
Murray State and the
undergraduate degrees
at the University of
Montevallo. His home is
Florence, Ala.
Mrs. Dawkins taught

during 1980-11 at the
University of Houston at
Clear Lake City, Texas.
Her home is new Orleans,
and she earned the

Dr.Sarah Craig Dawkins
baccalaureate, master's
and doctoral degrees at
Louisiana State
University.
Mrs. Parker, a
Murrayan, completed the
master's degree at
Murray State earlier this
year. She also earned her
undergraduate degree on
the campus.
James is a former
president of Community
Research and
Management, Inc., in

Arlingtn, Wis. His
hometown is Poynette,
Wis. He earned the
bachelor's degree at
Wesleyan University
(Conn.), the master's at
Wharton School,
University of
Pennsylvania, and the
doctorate at the
University of Georgia.
Lyle was an assistant
professor of mathematics
at Columbia (S.C.) Colleg

Dr. William F. Lyle
in 1980-81. He earned the
bachelor's degree at
Davidson College and
both the master's and
doctoral degrees at
Clemson University. His
home is Atlanta,Ga.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — President
Reagan's economic
policy is "in keeping with
the mood of the country,"
but tobacco growers are
being hurt, says state
Energy and Agriculture
Secretary William B.
Sturgill.
"Kentucky has to hitch
up its britches and take a
deep breath if we're to
weather some of the
problems I see in front of
us now," Sturgill said
Friday to a group of
tobacco-industry leaders.
Those Prolge.Pitincluck
attacks on the federal
tobacco price support
program, a shortage of
tobacco laborers and high
Interest rates, he said.
"I don't believe the
picture of the tobacco
support program is as '
bleak and dark as some
people have painted it"
as long as "no one in
Washington tinkers with
it," Sturgill said.
Kentucky's burley
yield is expected to be
about 2,200 pounds per
acre this year, he said,
but growers can't find

Tom Harris, vice
chairman of the council,
also declined comment.
Sturgill defended Gov.
As for high interest John Y. Brown Jr. for
rates, Sturgill said the creating the Energy and
Kentucky Council on Agriculture Cabinet and
Agriculture, which he ceding to it the state
chairs, is working on a Department of
"mechanism" to help Agriculture's major
farmers borrow money, marketing and
but declined to elaborate. promotional
responsibilities.
"I hope to have
Brown's executive
something to say about it order also expanded the
In the next several days," agriculture council and
he said.
placed it underStalj.
enough workers to
harvest and house the
crop.
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-Western Kentucky's Largest Financial Institution."

Michael C. Bloom
professor: and Edward
A. Davis, visiting
lecturer.
— Marketing and
Management — Dr.
Sarah Craig Dawkins,
visiting assistant
professor; and Martha
McKinney Parker,
visiting lecturer.
—Political Science and
Legal Studies — Dr.

We're Celebrating Our 25th

T%tent -fi‘e wonderful years serving the financial needs of the people of Western Ky.

invvi-re
To Our Week-Long
Cerebration

Debra Coleman Jeter
staff accountant for more
than three years with a
CPA firm in Ohio. Her
hometown is Mayfield.
Bloom, whose home is
Vale, Md., is a doctoral
La
Dr. George A.James
candidate at Virginia
George A. James, Tech where he was a
associate professor.
graduate research
—Computer Studies — assistant during 1980-81.
Dr. William F. Lyle III, He is working on his

SEPTEMBER 14th thru 18th
Come In For

Coffee & Dessert .
Register for this beautiful

One to be gisen assay at each of
HOIllt• Federal's six offices

SILVER SERVICE SET

SPECIAL OFFER!

No Obligation - 1 nu do not hase to be present to ss in.

;ears or older,one per family)
dolts onls.18)
Dra‘sing to be held 6:00 p.m. Fri.. Sept. 18th

Register at any of our six locations.

This is our way of saying "Thank You" for your support.
We pledge to continue working for your "Interest". Come
celebrate with us this week at any of our six offices.

25 years of spectacular growth — From $250,000 assets in 1956 to over $126 million today.
2110172E 9ECIEWLE
C
SIX-MONTH

Certificates
$10,000 Minimum

16.045%
MOM ithidige Tin feet I ederal logeletire P relabel.
Csenporedlrie

With Chipper Dinner you get:
• 2fish filets • fresh creamy cole slow
. hot crisp french fries • hush puppies

NEED EXTRA
MONEY?

NO Service Charges
NO Minimum Balance Requirement
% Interest Paid Monthly

Your one-stop financial
HOME in Western Ky.
Now provides

Iederal Ilegelafia• Swaim A
irdereetiel Pawky for WI,
IllifAdnesel free Cerillleefes.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

seafood &
hamburgers
•

Murray

Mayfield

I

Check with us today!

9Ecizzat

Captain Vs

...like you like it!

CAR & PERSONAL
LOANS

Don't wait! Start your
Home Federal checking
account today!

SUNDe, MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY
r
-'
11111
16r
1112.1-..11
Otrial•

working for YOU!

CHECKING
ACCOUNTS

MONEY MARKET

1.7
so

Nuara
LENDER

arill reale

Murray Branch
1201 Main St.

•
14.0.1.1.4.66en.••••••••Co.

7594630
Home Office 1601 Broadway,Paducah,Ky.
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Ed Fero -- 'earned both the
bachelor's and master's
degrees at Murray State.
His hometown is Murray.
Jeter completed work
on the master's degree
this spring at Murray
State, where she also
earned the bachelor's
degree. She worked as a
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PAGE II THE HURI/

THE ACES

It'IRA G. CORN,JR.

"We are less hurt by the
contempt of fools than by
the lukewarm approval of
men of intelligence
Vauvenargues

Special Interest Classes Offered .
Non-Credit Courses Offered

Of the 16 non-credit spring semester since
special interest courses 1975, the program
being offered at Murray provides special courses
University this fall, for personal enrichment
State
•K3
are being offered as well as professional
seven
WEST
EAST
first time, development.
the
for
•QJ109
•A 8 2
Declarer didn't get much 118 4 3
according to Stan Key,
•K 10
entrance
•6 2
approval from dummy for 0 5 4
the program's There are no
grades
requirements.
No
44J 9864 2
his play of today's trump •Q 10 7 5
coordinator in the Office
examinations are
SOUTH
suit But then dummy was
of Conferences and or
•7 43
given, and the instructors
talking results rather than
Continuing Education.
•A Q 7 6 5
have special expertise in
being objective. Actually, it
courses,
new
The
•Q J 8 3
subject matter,
the
was not a matter of declar*A
ranging in length from
from both on and
coming
er choosing a bad play; a
sessions,
are:
one to 20
more accurate description Vulnerable Both Dea
campus.
the
off
Dancaerobics,
ler
was that East made a good South The bidding
financial planning in the The first classes in the
one.
1980s, getting to know fall semester are
West
North East
West's spade lead trapped South
IV
Pass
2.
Pass
yourself, low calorie scheduled to begin Oct. 5,
dummy's king and the 3•
Pass
311
Pass
marriage and with exception of three:
cooking,
defense had three quick 4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
family communication, publicity and public
spade tricks. East exited
with a club to declarer's ace Opening lead Spade queen selecting or changing relations techniques for
your career and the organization and
and declarer led a low diamond to dunimy to try the be left with the 10-8-4 and to understanding yourself small businesses, to start
trump finesse.
avoid the loss of a trump and others in the work Sept. 21; understanding
The trump deuce was led trick, dumrpy's nine had to setting.
yourself and others in the
from dummy and East be finessed. Surprisingly. Offered each fall and work setting, to start,
made a highly deceptive dummy's nine lost to East's
play-he played an innocent 10 for one down and dummy
looking king without a flick- still blames South rather
er of hesitation. Declarer than crediting East f.
won with his ace and took a making a fine play.
moment to gather his
thoughts. In the meantime,
Bid with Corn
let's look at what would
EDDYVILLE, Ky. interviewer recently.
have happened had East South holds: 9-12-B
(AP) - The youngest A Wolfe County Circuit
played a "normal- trump
prisoner awaiting Court judge sentenced
#A 8 2
10.
execution
in the United Ice to death for killing 7•K 10
Declarer would have covStates, a 17-year-old year-old Donna Knox and
•6 2
ered the 10 with his queen
former "A" student severely beating her
•J 9 8 6 4 2.
and when the finesse won,
convicted of fatally mother after breaking
he could no longer lose the
stabbing a little girl, into their mobile home on
game. If he played his North South
belongs to eight book Dec. 5, 1978. He was 15 at
trump ace, the king would 1818
clubs
and subscribes to 13 the time.
drop and if he crossed to
He is awaiting an
magazines.
dummy again in diamonds
automatic
appeal of his
Todd
Ice
also
can't help
to repeat a finesse (unlike- ANSWER: One no trump.
ly), neither defender could Not enough high cards for a reading a ironic sign sentence.
Attorneys representing
two over one response.
outside his 6- by 10-foot
ruff the diamond.
cell on 15-Walk, the Ice and a counselor he
After declarer thought
Send bridge quesSions to The Aces. Kentucky
about East's play of the P0
State Prison's met in jail all say he is a
Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
bright young man who
trump king, he concluded with self-addressed,
row.
death
stamped envelope
that it must have been a for reply
"I walk out my door may be "salvageable,"
singleton. If so, West would
and there is an exit sign. but they also agree their
****************************** It leads right to the views of how to deal with
chair," Ice told an him would change if their
For all your Travel Reservations Call
child had been his victim.
NORTH
9-12-A
•K 6 5
•J 92
•A K 1097

Former A'Student
Awaiting Appeal

Sept. 23; and the
dancaerobics class,
scheduled to start Sept.
28.
In addition to the seven
first-time courses, also
being offered again are:
Ballroom dancing.
beginning guitar, the
publicity class, securities
and investing, the Book of
Psalms and tole and
decorative painting.
The one-session class is
the understanding
yourself and others in the
work setting, although it
will be offered on four
different dates: Sept. 23,
Oct. 21, Nov. 18 and Dec.
16. Taught by Dr. John
Taylor, chairman of the
Department of
Instruction and Learning,
it deals with the
difference between
individuals and the
environment they require
for maximum
productivity and
harmony in the work
organization.
The longest running
course is the
dancaerobics course. To
be taught by Linda
Haverstock and Cathy
Mattis, it will be offered
each Monday and
Thursday from 9:30 to
10:30 a.m., beginning
Sept. 28 and continuing
through Dec. 7. The fee
for its 20 sessions is $50.
A brochure listing and
describing all of the
courses may be obtained
by calling or writing the
Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education at

the university. The
telephone number is (502)
762-2716.
Advance registration is
required, Key said, since
each course offering
depends on an adequate
enrollment. "Enrollment
in most classes is limited
to a manageable number,
so early registration is
advised "heviirl

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilesi-nies dilemmas fade
atter a WILSON'91190N eat
La year ageless, it's my heti Is beip yea make be
mut if yew sea aeiglibeetind. Oar alba*. areas.
Comp Jain eispottveities. Saiseial attreetietes. Lab
.
6 'gaits Is save yes time NA away.
Plus a basket et gifts fer year family.
III be Wiwi% ter year sail.
1; elcome U agon ,
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
14,rtge King 4924348

SUPER SERVICE
SPECIAL
For GM Cars Only!!
•VITTCOUPON!!!,"
OIL CHANGE
OIL FILTER
LUBRICATION
$ 895
tax
Diesels...;24.95 Pius Tax

••
••4I
•••
•••
•••
••
•••
••64

Price Includes Labor
Expires Sept. 31, 1911
•• ***

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hazel Hwy.

753-2617

"Keep tat vat al Wig wia pie CM parts."

Open Daily 9-6, Sunday Closed
Service Center Hours

On Sale Thru Sat.

Itr

Marjorie and Bill Major :Basic Education Class
For Adults To Begin
753-0880

*
*
*
*

representing

*
0.

American and International Traveltime

*
* A free program of adult
* basic education will begin
*in Calloway County on
*Monday
* ..„ Sept. 14, with
classes
asses to meet

1

each Monday and Tuesday at Calloway County
High School.
Marlene Beach will
teach the classes from 6
p.m. to 9. Enrollment is
continuous throughout
the year.
Offerings will include
mathematics, science,
social studies, English,
reading, and other
special interest topics.
The program is
available to any resident
of Calloway County 16
years of age or older who
does not have a high
school diploma and who
is not now enrolled in the
public school system.
A well -trained
paraprofessional is also
available to provide instruction in the home for
those who are unable to
attend other adult education programs.
Cooperating with the
Calloway County school
system on the adult
education project are the
Adult Basic Education
Unit in the Bureau of Instruction of the Kentucky
Department of Education
and Murray State University.
Those who wish to
enroll or who need additional information about
the classes may call 7626971.

Tax Installment
On Income
Due By Sept. 15
The third installment of
estimated federal tax
payments on 1981
individual income is due
If your laundry area
by Sept. 15, the Internal
contains an electric
Revenue Service said.
This installment should
dryer, it accounts for
be
paid using declaration
almost four percent
voucher three found in
of your total electric
the Form 1040-ES
bill. The washer uses little electricity itself, but
package, "Declaration of
approximately 10 percent of your total electric bill is
Estimated Tax for
Individuals."
credited to heating the water to wash your clothes.
Taxpayers whose
Reduce your energy use and costs on your next wash
anticipated income
day by:
changed during 1981 may
have to file an amended
declaration. Space is
• Washing clothes in warm water
provided in the estimated
tax package to compute
• Rinsing clothes in cold water
an amended estimate.
, • Drying full loads of clothes without
For more detailed
information,
the IRS
overloading or overdrying
Publication 505, "Tax
Withholding and
Estimated Tax,"•
available free by calling
the IRS at 584-1361 in
- --•
Mettiai-Mayfield
Louisville 628-0055 in
Covington, 255-2333 in
•
7.53-5012
Lexington, or toll-free 1800428-9100 elsewhere in
Kentucky.

CLEAN UP WIT
ENERGY
SAVINGS

TV4 • West
._... Ky. Rural

.m40 411411
,••• ••• -•

The Saving Place sm
Computer
Balance
Each Wheel

2.97

SAVESLIVES
SAVES MONEY
SAVES FUEL

55

All Tires
Plus F.E.T.
SIZES

Fiberglass
Belted
Whitewalls

REG.

SALE

F.E.T.

B78x13 41.88
178x14 47.88

$34
$41
$43
$45
$46
$48
$51

1.80

F78x14 48.88

Our Reg.
38.88
A78X13
Plus F.E.T. 1.69 Ea.
Mounting Included. No Trade-in Required

G78x14 50.88
G78x15 51.88
1178x15 53.88
L78x15 58.88

2.14
2.28
2.44
2.50
2.72
2.95

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Oil change(up to 5 qts
K mart 10W40 motor
oil)
2. Install 1 K mart' brand
oil filter
3. Chassis lubrication (fittings extra)
1.0bor is included
Additional parts. services ore extra

Sale Price

Sale Price

Our Reg.68.88

15.88 $54

Ea.
Monro-Matic s Shocks
Includes labor, many Sizes to fit many
cars, light trucks. U.S., forei•n cars.
Oil, Lube, Filter

60-month Battery
Fits many U.S cars
and right trucks.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Morning worship will
begin at 10:45 a.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 13, at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The.
sermon by the pastor, Dr.
Paul Blankenship, will be
entitled "Sin."
The Younger Adult
Choir, directed by Dr.
Truman Whitfield, will
sing "Love, Mercy, and
Grace" with Miss Joan
Cooper
r,icaanist and
Tommy Gaines as
pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. There will be
no activities at the church
this Sunday night since
the pastor will be
preaching and the choir
singing for a revival
service at First United
Methodist Church in
Dresden, Tenn., at 7:30
p.m.

1

SCREENING PROCESS — Another part of the screening process
involved language and speech. Beverly Outland and Mrs. Hosford
discuss picture cards while Scott Brandon and Mickey Morton wait
their turn.

my.
AP

Memorial

HEARING SCREENING — Patti Hosford, speech-language
pathologist in the Murray Elementary Schools, is shown screening
Mickey Morton's hearing using the school's audiometric equipment.

ACROSS
1 Plague
6 Is concerned
11 Require
12 Feeling of
hatred
14 Coniunction
15 Less cooked
17 Carlton
Fisk s glove
18 Recent
20 Liquid
measures

measure
3 Swiss river
4 Break
suddenly
5 Man s name
6 Boxes
7 Article
8 Edge
9 Arabian
commander
10 Surgical
stitch
l' Giver of gift

13 Spirited
22 Regret
norse
23 Auricular
25 Cozy corners 16 Slaughter of
baseball
27 Scale note
19 Tricks
28 Memenfc
10 Looked
21 Drinking
pryingly
toast
32 Short lacket 24 Quotes
34 Transaction 26 Kind of heat
35 Ancient
29 Ice-cream
Hebrew
treats
ascetics
3 1 Kind of code
38 Alights
33 NBC or CBS
41 Paul or Louis
or ABC
Abbr
2 3
12 Surgical

Answer to Friday's Passie
SAG

s

UM

ABED

OM
MUD

Me MUM
GOMM OCUCCEI
MEM CUB
DOOM MUM
CU A
MOOD UCULIG
BUG COU
EIGCOU NOME
HMO OOM COE
GDU EICE 000 A

ROM

A

35 Bar legally
36 Platforms
37 Shortly
39 Arranged in
folds
40 Drain
43 Facial
features
46 Intertwine
4

8

5

DEAR

PEE

0

48 Saucy
51 Greek
letter
53 Chinese
pagoda
56 Printer's
measure
58 Yes, in
Madrid
7

8

9

10 1111

thread
1
12
,
44 Unusual
,4
17
1
15
45 Scottish
cap
18
22
1
24 20 25
1
47 Sudden
attack
27
23
49 Ordinance
30
1
28
2
50 S-shaped
molding
34
32
52 Beginning
•
38
39 401
3F1
54 Hebrew letter 1
55 Annoy
44
4
42
41
57 Rubber on
Pencil
4
4
45
47
49
59 Part of a leg
i_IIu54
1
52
50
60 Sedate
,55
DOWN
157
1 Cylindrical
2 Printers

60

1.159

Screening
Program
Conducted
The first and third
grade classes of the
Murray Elementary
Schools are presently
involved in a screening
program for speech,
language and hearing.
The program is
conducted each year by
Patti Hosford, speechlanguage pathologist
serving kindergarten
through grade four at the
elementary schools.
Parents of children
having difficulty in any of
those areas will be
contacted and further
evaluation will be recommended. Mrs. Hosford
works with children in
group and individual
therapy in the areas of
delayed language, sound
misarticulation,
disorders of voice and
fluency. There is approximately 5-10 percent of
the school population who
will benefit from this service.
Those having questions
regarding the screening
or educational program
may contact Robertson
Elementary at 753-5022 or
Carter Elementary at
753-5512.

"The Wrath of God"
with scripture from
Proverbs 5:8-9 and Rev.
19:15 will be the subject
of the sermon by the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White at the
10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday, Sept. 13, at the
Memorial Baptist
Church, Tenth and Main
Streets.
At the 7 p.m. service
he will speak on "Revival
At Antioch and Here"
with scripture from Acts
13:14-52.
Ralph Bogard will
serve as deacon of the
week. Milton Gresham
will direct the Sanctuary
Choir., in special music
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist' and Michael
Wilkins as pianist.
Church Teaching with
Ralph Bogard as director
will be at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training with
Glenn Hale as director
will be at 6 p.m.

First Christian
The Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos will speak on "The
Joan of Arc In the Old
Testament" at the 10:45
a.m. service on Sunday,
Sept. 13, at the First
ChrPgtian Church
(Disciples of Christ). His
scripture will be from
Judges 4:1-3.
Margaret Boone will
direct the Chancel Choir
as they sing the anthem,
"Clap Your Hands" with
Maxine Clark as
organist.

Ot%I'T YOU E\oER DO
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IF IT PIP, MY WIPE
WOULD HAVE A MUCH
SKINNIER CHIN

Assisting in the service
will be Betty Riley, Jean
Fleming, John Pasco,
Sr., Johnny Reagan,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, Leah Hart,
Coleman McKee!, Dan
McKeel, Steve Shaw, Bill
Van Meter, Beulah
McMillin, Nell Robbins,
Bruce Greer, Matthew
Jones, and Sarah Van
Meter.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. and the
movie, "The Hiding
Place," will be shown at 6
p.m.

SCHOLARSHIP PAINTING — Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, left, executive
director of the Murray State University Foundation, and Murray President Constantine W. Curris admire the painting, "A Touch of Class," by Mrs. Rhonda
Robinson McEnroe, right of Owensboro. Prints of the painting will be sold with
proceeds placed in the Tim McEnroe Memorial Scholarship Fund at the university and which honors the memory of her brother-in-law who died in 1970 in
Owensboro while a senior at Murray State. Her husband,Terry, vice president of
an Owensboro bank, is a twin brother of the late Murray student.

Seventh and
Poplar

John Dale will speak on
"A Successful Guilt
Trip" with scripture
from II Cor. 5:20-21 at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
services, and on
"Identifying Life's
Purpose" with scripture
from Psalm 100 at the 6
p.m. service on Sunday,
Sept. 13, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
A Murray State Conn., as well as from her
Christ.
University Foundation brother, Rex, also a wellAssisting in the
memorial scholarship known artist.
services will be Phil
Her husband, Terry
stands to benefit
fund
Cannon,Jerry Bolls, Rick
of prints of attended Murray State
sale
the
from
McKenzie, Euin Dick,
limited edition of a before receiving an
Walter Mehr, Danny a
by a well-known undergraduate degree
painting
Cleaver, Jerry Bolls,
from Kentucky
artist.
Owensboro
Jerry M. McCallon, Earl
original, "A Touch Wesleyan. The son of
The
Nanny,Ted Howard,Sam
Class," was painted by Mrs. Roberta B.
Parker, Ken Barber, of
Rhonda McEnroe, McEnroe, 2139 Old Cabin
Mrs.
Tommy Caraway,Ricky Owensboro, and is now on Road, Owensboro, he is a
Cherry, Kim
along with others vice-president at Central
Weatherford, Mike display,
McEnroe's
Mrs.
of
Lyons, Dave Castleman, works, in the ground floor
Charles Humphrey, and
art gallery in the new
Joe Thornton.
University Center.
Bible study will be held
A reception, honoring
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
2 NOTICE
Mrs. McEaroe, and a
her
of
exhibition
special
Reading Council
Weddinr Photorror tar ?hal 1
watercolor works has
pe, Diu loud, tit u.
1
for
scheduled
been
To Meet
1
CARTER STUDIO
Saturday, Sept. 19, in the
1
1
to
7
from
Center's gallery
300 Win
6308
I
p.m.
9
Area
Murray
The
The hosts are Murray
Council of the
International Reading State President ,
SPECIAL
Association will meet at 4 Constantine W. Curris
p.m. Wednesday, Sept. and members of the
DISCOUNT
Foundation's board of
16.
SALE
Guest speaker will be trustees.
Proceeds from the sale
Dr. Jay Blanchard, who
Sot. & Sun
will discuss of the prints, which
Sept. 11 th & 12th
"Anthropomorphism in portray a colorful silk
3155%
Pictures
bouquet arranged in a
Basal Readers."
31%
Fin Sink
The meeting will be china basket and pictured
31% Of
Elassery TAN
held in Room 341 of the on a crocheted tablecloth,
4% Of
Inie Furl
Special Education made by the artist's
4I% riff
Crystil ass
Building at Murray State grandmother, will be
placed in the Tim
University.
51% df
*wiry hors
McEnroe Memorial
Hitching
Scholarship Fund
administered by the
Post
Registration
Foundation.
Gin Shop
A twin brother of Mrs.
Aiwa
Drive Launched McEnroe's husband,
474-rss
Terry McEnroe, died at
The Kentucky the age of 20 in
Democratic Party has Owensboro July 25, 1970,
launched the biggest, following a brief illness.
most progressive voter He was a senior at
registration drive in Murray State at the time.
Kentucky history.
The scholarship fund was
As a part of the drive, initiated in his memory
state Democratic Party by eight of his friends
chairman Tracy Farmer shortly afterwards.
declared today as "Go"A Touch of Class' is
SAWDUST
Day."
the fifth painting in Mrs.
Extra large
Mary Lou Johnson, who McEnroe's "Basket
truckload -Paris,
was appointed local voter Series." The over-all
Tennessee. 901registration chairman by print size is 251
4 by 32'fr2
/
642-7067.
Calloway County inches with an image size
Democratic chairman Z. of 211
2 inches.
/
4 by 281
/
Erux, said that local
A limited-edition of
FOR RENT
volunteers have joined 3,000 have been printed,
SHOP
thousands of other 750 of which are signed
24' by 24' $60.00
representatives across and numbered. These are
per month. Call
the state who are being offered at ;40 each,
knocking on doors to while the remaining
437-4512 after
register the 700,000 signed prints are $30
4:00 p.m.
Kentucky citizens not each.
_
115th Anniversary Wallpaper
registered to vote.
The daughter of Mrs.
Sale. Over 3,000 rolls in stock.
The non-partisan drive Zella Robinson of
Values to $13.95 single roll
continues in Calloway Bremen, Mrs. McEnroe
Now 4.99 per single roll. Save
County with registration received her professional
50 percent to 64 percent off
regular price_ For month of
tables located outside Big training at Kentucky
September only pop a baloon
John's Super Market on Wesleyan College,
and receive an additional 10
U.S. 641 South and at Brescia College and the
to 50 percent discount on all
Kroger's on U.S. 641 nationally recognized
stock wallpaper The
North.
Artist School in Westport, !Sherwin Williams Co.

'A Touch Of Class'

Fund To Benefit From Sale
Of Limited Edition Prints

MO

mom. am,

Bank & Trust Co.,
Owensboro. They have
one son, Timothy, named
for his late twin brother.
"This painting is
'special' to Rhonda," said
Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, executive
director of the
Foundation, "because
her late brother-in-law
was himself a special
person."

RNA

Four From Murray
Attend Programs
At Fire Academy
Assistant Fire Chief
Ronny Gardner, Capt.
Morris Prescott, U. Joe
Pat Witherspoon and Fire
Marshall Phillip Owens
recently have returned
from the National Fire
Academy, Emmitsburg,
Md., after attending twoweek programs for fire
service executives.
Gardnei, Prescott and
Witherspoon attended
classes in executive
development, which were
designed to aid the fire
service manager. The
officers attended sessions
Including Fire Service
Inovations, Policy
Development, and Labor

•••••

-

Church Directory
Pleasant Grove

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

• Ab .11 .111. A- --A

Relations.
Owens attended classes
designed to meet the
needs of the fire
prevention specialist
which included such
topics as life safety,.
storage and handling of
hazardous materials and
fire protection systems.
The National Fire
Academy is a division of
the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. All
costs for the program,
except meals are coverd
by the Federal
Government. Fire Chief
Jackie Cooper says that
he intends to send other
fire officers to the
academy in the future.

•
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3._CARODF THANKS
I have not -adequatewords to express my
appreciation for the
kindness shown to my
children and myself at the
time of our sorrow. The
flowers, food and cards
helped all of us, but most
of all was the love shown
and expressed by so
many people for Kelley!
This helped us hold our
heads up proud for him. If
there were some way in
whicty,1 could repay each
and eVery one of you it
would be gladly done. As
it is I have only these very
inadequate words, but
once again we thank you
and may God bless each
and everyoneof you.
Family
Joyce
Lisa
Myles
Jimmy & Jayson

5 LOST 8. FOUND
Two lost black and tan
Beagle dogs. One male,
one female., Last seen in
Stella Coldwater area.
Has collars on with wrong
phone number. Any
information leading to
seeing or having of these
dogs call 489 2885. There
will be a reward for any
heikpossjble_
Adult male Sheppard
Collie dog. Right front leg
missing. Lost east of
Murray. 436-2693.

MEM

6. HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED: Work '
in your own home, send •
work history, name
address and phone
number to Mike: P. 0.
Box 68, Water Veliet,
Mich. 49098 or call 616-9820289.
IMMEDIATE -PART
TIME OPENING for
experienced apparel
sales person to work
mornings, some Sundays
plus evenings. Apply in
person. MINNEN'S - Bel'
Air Center. E.0. E.
Need money for your
club, group or
organization? Call 7532211.
•Attractive position for
man or woman of neat
appearance and good
character _for pleasant
work, no lay offs.
Earning Opportunity
2250.00 tO 2350.00
to start. Advancement
good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
4434460 between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller.
ATTENTION, FemaleMale for immediate
opening, part time or full
time employment. $300.00
per week earning
opportunity, flexible
hours, benefits and
incentatives. Call
Paducah 44.3-4649 between
8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY,
equal opportunity
employer.
Need babysitter for 18
month old, in my home or
yours. Kirksey-Stella
area. Call 489-2276 after 5
p.m.
LIKE NEEDLE
CRAFT?? LIKE
PEOPLE?? The Creative
Circle needs part time
stitchery instructors in
the area
Training
available Contact Lou
Stroder 502436-2842.
Don't miss out! Call
today!
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15 ARTICLES FOR SALt

INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess, a needle craft
demonstration
receive
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
Stroder at 502-436 2812.
Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!

1 2 x 1 2 wood frame
building, utility tool box
for pickup, wheelbarrow,
western red cedar
lumber, used wood ahd
storm doors, black
formica felt paper,
lumber. Call 753-0565.

32 AP S F
IOW

REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

Furnished two bedrooms
large kitchen appliances
„block University. adults
only. $200
753-5791
759-1074, 753-2649

/I PUBLIC SALE

45 FARMS FO-R SALE

Yard Sale Sat and Sun
Coach Ests Tr Pk
Follow signs on S. 1651.

acres, three bedroom
home, outbuildings, well
tobacco barn $18,500 00 753
2418

49 USED CARS

)3 kLRVICESOFFERED

1979 Trans Am, blue withAlexander
Septic Tani
t top, 6.6 Litre engine, P5, Cleaning Vacuum cleaned
PB, cruise, $6800 00 753
from your drivewm In
4995.
dustnal, residenta
or
1965 Oldsmobile 88 . commercial. 24 hour set
Convertible, red body, vice Call 753-5933
white interior, white top,
All your plumlutig mid air
mint condition. Call 753
conditioning needs AND do
0775.
carpentry painting, fooling
1972 Chevy Nova, 50,000 and concrete All work done
miles one owner. New to satisfaction 753-9822
tires, S800.00 753 0463
between 6 00 and 9 00 APPLIANCE SERVICE
p.m.
Kenmore
Whirlpool
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service Bobby
- one
Hopper 753-4872 Bob's
owner local car.
Appliance Service 202 S 5th
Oldsmobile
Asphalt
driveways
Pontioc
and
parking lots sealed 'by
Codilloc
Sears
310
free estimates
1406W Mom 753-5315
call

Antique Mall in Hazel, open
Mon. Sat., 95, Sun., 1-5. 11
For rent, lease, or sale 80
Two bedroom apartment for' dealers.
acre cattle farm near
rent,
oven
refrigera
range,
Crossland Also hay for
753-7575
43 REAL ESTATE
Custom Built
tor, dishwasher disposer
sale Call 753 0662
Frigidaire stove, electric,
30 inch, aqua color.
By one of the best
washer and dryer hookup,
25 Acres located two
$ 1 00 00 . Frigidaire
builders in the area.
air carpet No pets One 1:rdes & eswel
27 MOBIL
miles northwest of
hoserwac•
&
Information on Alaskan and refrigerator 17 cu ft.
year
or
Two
three
lease
deposit
and
$225
HOMES SALES
Kirksey. One acre pond,
frost free, olive: color
Real
Overseas Employment Ex MO 00 753 1748
Estate
required, $225 per month
bedrooms, two
e ight acres
Double wide with utility Phone
cellent income potential
Sawlkskla Coati Sq.
tillable Balance in
753-2622 or 753marble and
carport built on, 10xI8
timber. Surveyed and
Call 1 312 741-9180 Lx! Hardy chrysanthemums
3865
ceramic baths, cenMaressy, Rawtischy
title searched. 753,2266 or
cushion type, many color! outbuilding on lot at corner of
6062
North 16th and Poor Farm New duplex, two bedroom,"
air.
heat
A
and
tral
753-4431
759 4683 after 7p m.
$3.95 to $4.95. Hoffman's Rd Close to Fisher Price Northwood Subd 1265 00 per
large recreation or
S350.00 weekly stuffing Nursery 94E.
$20,000 Call 753 7975.
month 753 7853
envelopes All ages. No
40 acre farm, half mile from
family room that
gimmicks. For information
46. HOMES FOR SAL
12265 trailer for sale. 1975 Ex)ra large two bedroom town on 94 East six tenths of
would hold the long16.
HOME
FURNISHING
send self-addressed stamped
blacktopped
mile
a
23
acres
model, excellent furnished apartment in
ed for pool table.
envelope to. Richard
Two bedroom home for
Four poster single bed, condition. Two bedroom city. $165.00 a month. tendable, 17 timber. For more
Located about 6
Demaico, P. 0. Box G8.4,
Water furnished No pets! information call Purdom &
1
2 acre
sale or rent on 2/
head frame and foot and bath '2
Fully
Wakefield, Mass,01880.
Thurman
Real
Estate, 753
miles northwest of
lot. 20 miles west of
board. Mattress and box carpeted. Call Brandon 753.1203
Susy
Wells,
4451,
753 1585 or
Murray. Owner help on
Murray. Phone 753EirECTIT-=?ET
springs. $35.00. 753-7214.
Dill, Dill's Tr.Ct. 753,910.4
Two bedroom for $175.00 a Geneva Giles, 753 6557.
financing. 753-8324.
or nights 753 1551.
Submit
1222, Kopperud
resume
month plus deposit and REDUCED $5,000.00.
listing all qualifications for Recliner rocker, brown
Realty.
Pine Bluff Shores. 17 one year lease. 1301 B This home is lust barely
Naugahyde in good
Small hosue for sale to be 1974 Cutlass, maroon, Automobile machanic will
position and salary request
miles
from
Murray..
Two
Features
in.
lived
three
New Listing
Peggy
Ann 753 8411.
condition. $40.00. 753-7853.
moved. Call after 6:30 white interior, $1200.00. do work on automatic and
bedroom mobile home on
to P. 0. Box 125. Murray
bedrooms, two baths, and
Beautiful 3
p.m. 753 5375.
Call 753-1651 before 5 all gasoline engined trucks
Antique
love
seat
$125.00,
three
wooded
lots
with
Two
great
bedroom
room
Ky. 42071
apartment a spacious
after call 753 2477
bedroom executive
P.m.,
Vanity with wicker bench outstanding lakeview. partially furnished.
All work done gauranteed
beautiful
Two with a large and
$50.00. Sony PS 1700 Large room attached with blocks from university. fireplace. This house is
Medical
secretary
home on Highway
Two bedroom house 1975 Fiat, 37,000 miles
ex- turntable $100.00. Antique windows all around. $165.00a month. 753-2677.
Only
ceptionist.
completely remodeled black interior, new tires,
94 just West of Murnot only beautiful, but is
inside. New bath, new 35 MPG, $2,000. Call 759- Heating refrigeration end
perienced need to apply Coffee table $30.00. Call Remodeled and partly
built for the practical use
ray
Limits.
City
759-9207.
furnished. By owner An apartment for rent of the every day family.
electrical
Bob c
wiring and completely 1739.
repair
Send resume to P 0 Box
Formal dining
$9,300.00 Call 753-8776 436- 2262.
insulated. New carpet
Refrigeration
Service
large
kitchen
and
The
42071.
1040, Murray, Ky.
15 cu.11-7White - after 5p.m.
room, living room,
and kitchen appliances. 1978 Mustang, 4 speed, Hazel KY 498-8370 or
dining area are truly a
Three extra nice sleeping blessing to any horassed
Accountantssecretary: Westinghouse chest type
Natural gas, heat, city AM/FM cassette stereo,
den,
large game
,BobJ/LAckhart_
requires good typing skills freezer. One year old, 1978 Trailer, 12x60,. Pick rooms, furnished. Three woman. The private
water. Two blocks from clock, 46,000 miles, like 753-7829
room, tastefully
and a desire to learn. Will white, excellent up payments $134.00 a room apartment, stove fenced backyard and
grocery, bank and post new. $3,500.00. Call 753
month. Call 354-8787. See and refrigerator
decorated
• RINIPRIS
provide training in condition. $250.00. 759
office in Hazel. 753-0861.. 8298.
patio are perfect for the
John S.
furnished. Two bed small ones in your family.
throughout. Private
bookkeeping and sales 4983.
Shlialles
1972 Mustang. Runs
payroll tax preparation. Send
1/265 real nice. Central apartment, 5 miles south So for beauty and just
setting and conve. AM murk
Two
bedroom
home
408
S
great,
needs
maintenance
resume to Accountant, P 0 Moving Sale! Henredon heat and air, two large of Murray. 3 bedroom plain every day living you
t••d. lir••
nient location.
ss3th St
Murray $24 000 and body work. Call 753,brick house in town. Call must see this dream of a
Box 453, Murray, Ky 42071.
dining room suit $300.00, bedrooms. Call 4928120.
Phone 753-1222,
2266 or 759 4683.
79-3371
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
sofa and love seat $200.00,
Realty
Spann
Call
house.
CaN 719-181/9 VI
RN or LPN. Tired or
Kopperud Realty in
Henredon bedroom suit 1974 12264 Monark Mobile
hospital schedules. Be (king size bed) $450.00, Home. Two bedroom, One bedroom efficiency Assoc., 753 7724.
1970 Nova six cylinder,
Murray.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath. automatic. Runs good,
your own boss. Perform glass top table $75.00, bath. 753-6937 after 7 apartment partial
CUSTOM
MADE
built-in appliances. Must, ruff body. $175.00. Call AAA
Life Insurance three chairs $75.00 each, p.m., before 6 p.m. 247- utilities paid. No pets!
evaluating. Ideal part walnut end table $75.00, 0200.
CABINETS
bookcases
sell 530.000 Call 489- 753-9710.
Girls preferred. Rents for
Alive with color and 2670
Country Hide-a-way 13
time job for nurse not parosons table and
$90.00 a month. 753-9741.
centers
music
etc
50 USED TRUCKS
working full time, call mirror $75.00 and sofa A trailer for sale or rent
charm? Pleasingly
acres, walk out baseReasonable
436-2566
Four bedroom house in Lynn 1976 Chevy, 424
901-424-2926. .._
$250.00. 753-2676 after 6 with option to buy. 436- 34. HOUSES FOR RENT ment 4.000 sq
decorated from the
ft
Grove with 2 acres. House' automatic,
'Telephone soTicitor p.m.
good tires, JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANP
2262.
foyer
to
the
family
needs repair. 435-4284.
House for rent. Eighr finished
wanted. Prefer mature
AM/FM 8 track camper CLEANING. 24 hour service
room with fireplace
adult for evening work. 19. FARM EQUIPMEN 12265, real nice, mobile miles east of Murray.
Brick house two years old. shell, very well also instalation of septic
home, central heat and $125.00 a month plus Home
and ceder beams, to
Experience preferred but
Three bedroom, two baths, maintained. $2,900.00. tanks and backhoe work
or business for
air.
2
large
picker,
row
corn
One
bedrooms.
436-2582.
deposit.
not required. Call 753the kitchen with din- formal dining room, large, Call 753-8984.
rent call
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348
$400.00. Call 489-2570 or Call 492-8120.
2654.
den, two car garage, house
ing area and to the
Two bedroom house in
435-4593
Skint Waldrop
Owner
Datsun
extras.
will
CLEANINCT Free
Used
truck
CARPET
many
or
Bhas
country.
Appliances
!;'. SITUATION WANTE
28. MOBILE
bedroom wing with
consider financing. See at 210. Also 3KC motor for estimates. Satisfied
Real Estate
available now. Married
QLumber chain saws in
HOME
built-ins.
RENTALS
For
1809 Wiswell Rd or call 153- 1971 COrola Toyota station references. Vibra Vac steam
Odd jobs, yard w-tirk, help
Dad. Jeffs
couple. No pets! $185.00.
service. Stokes Tractor,
wagon. Call 352-2612 or or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
economy, add cen0839 or 436-295.
with tobacco crop. 753753-3942.
10250 and 12250 trailer for
Colter
Industrial Rd.
write Gilbert Reynolds, CARPET CLEANING, 7536953.
tral gas - and you can
rent. See Brandon Dill at
759-1707
P. 0. Box 308, McKenzie, 5827.
Extra nice three bedroom
find the total
Older House and
56 Ford Grain truck with Dill's Trailer Court.
10. BUSINESS
Tenn. 38201,
located
house
in
Murray.
Four
home
bedroom
in
hoist, $2,750.00. 489-2425.
package by dialing
Johnson's Electric Corn
1 acre with
OPPORTUNITY
Two bedroom trailer $495.00 per month. Security need of repairs on one
1966 Ford pickup, $595.00.
753-1492. Offered by
resiclentiai
merCial and
deposit
and
furnished
one
near
year
lease
Kirksey.
489-2595.
could
repairs
be
Call
acre.
Reduced
to
$8500.00.
7-66 IH Tractor, plow,
Century
an
installed
wiring
required_No
21,
gas
No
pets!
Call
Loretta
436pets!
Clean.
Spann
Realty
Call
Call
Assoc.,
489"START YOUR OWN
disk and cultivator,
4 bedroom
DUSINESS" Weoreloaing
2118.
2935 and 753-0839.
repairing 753-7208
753-7724.
Jobs.
Realtors.
512,000.00.489-2425.
for individuals who are tired of
located near
working for. someone else. We
Three bedroom home,
801 Powermaster with For Rent - two bedroom
Need work on your trees)
into your area
deposit
per
month.
$350.00
Stella. Low $20.
▪ ellFlyingrnarktrisliluec high
equipment in good mobile home, furnished,
40 re far,m, half mile from
Topping pruning shaping
lease
required.
753and
East. 6/10.of a mile
to
Call 753-99 24
removal
t
complete
O'prig
rat
" condition, new paint. Call near university. Prefer 6156.
and
bl cktopped. 23 acres
753-0186 or 436-5676.
Will
male students. Phone 753JOBS,
LORETTA
REALTORS
more Call BOVERZS TREE
p.m.
4:30
after
4A newly designed min-foctory,
timber.
able,
For
more
17
t
Sycamoot
1200
3895 after 5 p.m.
all equipment and machinery in37. LIVESTOCK
SERVICE for professional
Murray. Kentucky 42071
ormation call Purdom &
stalled by our specialist
• __ _ _
_
22. MUSICAL
($02) 753-1492
SUPPLIES
eA total & convpiete troining
tree care 753-8536
T rman Real Estate, 753lome
for
sale
by
owner.
Two
bedroom
program on all aspects of
furnished
Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
.505 Oak Dr., excellent 1979 GMC Custom
Immediate opening for mobile home. Nice and Two bedroom house, air
operations.
Van. Now open' Doug Jones
condition, immediate
piano and organ lessons. clean. $60.00 a month. conditioned with den and Geneva Giles,- 753 6557.
- •
*All retail sales outlets
Electric, Airport Rd ReNew listing two miles West possession. Three You name it, its got it! A-1
Beginners
and
advanced.
753-6254.
utility.
Call
shape
starter)
you
plus two wheel
oecessorY to get
Three miles from Almo,
sidential work Guaranteed
Grove on Hwy. 94, bedroom brick over 1400 luggage
Lynn
of
with assistaxe training sales
Call 753-7575.
Located in Riviera
call 753-6791.
trailer. $8,750.00,
personal and other cowpony
Three registered white
free estimates .Call 7531
two bedroom frame house sq. ft. living area. Fully Call 4354279.
promotion-Lord to help you to
Courts is this two
carpeted
Phone
success,•selling eiperience
Paducah
Two bedroom or three faced cows and male
neat
very
acres
with two
9555
necessary.
bedroom mobile
TRY
5:00 p.m. 554-4111 MOBILE HOME
bedroom completely Good condition. 753-1845.
Vu
and attractive home. For before
furnished, new furniture
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- REPAIR. Installing tie 30 years experienced carFor sale: 6 year old mare, home, completely
*700 square feet of space in a
BEFORE
information
call
more
basement for. wog., etc. to
7580. Ask for Ken downs, underpinning, penter work
and carpet. Central heat
doublvegistered, gentle, call furnished for only
Also flue
-factory.
set 141_ the
Purdom and Thurman Real Adams.
YOU
roofing, installing doors
and air, natural gas or
312-737-2818.
•S 7995.00 Capitol investment
ideal
building. Call 436,-225,3
the
16,500.00.
and
windows.
Susy
753-4451
Estate
Also
build
and a sincere desire to build
electric heat and
BUY
own
38. PETS-SUPPLIES , dwelling for that son
cablevision. See at Shady
Wells. 753-1585 or Geneva By owner three bedroom porches and patios. Call
Cisffinlitofa ygcrgichise. There
So
your
child
now
house, eight acres, full 753-6973. Free estimates!
daughter
atAluminum'Service'
or
Oaks, 753-5209 8:30 a.m.- .nmi
or, No Age or Experience reGil s. 753-6557
AKrared
egis e
Doberman
13. YOU OPERATF nf
basement,
pond. Five No job too small! Nights
p.m.
4:30
wants
college.
tending
to
take
aluminum and vinyl
puppies, -champion
UrrAnCTOriv - WE DO THE
and
weekends call 474miles west of Murray.
REST!!
piano lessons but 3 Bedroom trailer, $160.00 bloodlines. 759 4588 or 753- Make your offer tosiding, custom trim
2276.
salliosr.w&itepg!nrtItl
i.
'tall 7.53-7367 after 4 p.m.
7637.
day!
a
Brandi's
month.
work. References. Call
you
hate
to
buy
a
hot WS
Must sell house in 1977 Chevrolet pickup. LoW.
(formerly Moody's Six month old black Great
Will Ed Bailey. 753ROBERTS REALTY
milage. Call 753-9643 or 711Canterbury. 753-0738
piano before your gtrailer Ct.). Call 753- Dane, full pedigree, cropped
6084.
0689.
I2I& Sycamore
8411.
ears, fully obedience trained.
12 INSURANCE
um= sure they will stick
753-9101,753 6527._
conversion.
753-1451
"Y.
y.
an
GMC
1980
FOR SALE
with it. RENT IT Two bedroom trailer, $160.00 Dog Obedience Classes.
Fully customized with Will remove unwanted trees
month. Moody's Mobile
The Lydia Phillips
FIRST! Rent ap- per
refrigerator,
sink, stereo, at reasonable rates.Free
All ages, all breeds. Three bedroom, bath, den
Home Park. 753-8411.
Home located about
Training for home use or with fireplace and garage
couch (converts into bed), estimates. Call before 2.30
plies to purchase
rally wheels, custom paint p.m. 753-5484,
6 miles east of MurFor rent: nice2bedroom trailer, obedience competition. on one acre. Deposit,
captains chairs. 13,000 PROFESSIONAL ATTACK
Classes
Sept.
and
14th.
start
reference,
489-2611.
$200.00.
lease,
280,
ray
pets!
on
near Murray. No
includes
miles. Reply to 753-5014.
Professional trainer. 436- Strout Realty,
753-7575
training for dogs over 10
753-0186.
15
approxacres
months old. Reasonable
30. BUSINESS R NTAL 2858.
imately 756 feet of
52. BOATS& MOTORS rates. Call 901 232-8537 after 6
EXTERMINATING
Eight year old Palimeno
14 Wooded Acres,
road frontage. Call
horse. Gentle. Six year
302 Mercruiser, 188 Hp, 21 p.m.
old pony. 474-8884, 4000 square feet on 2
ft., good condition. 753753-6531.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
between 10:00 and 5:00 levels. Four
0738.
1
z
TO BUY
Home and
vinyl siding and trim
or
p.m.
Four room house for sale 11/
1
2 ft. speed boat, good,
bedrooms, 3 baths, 2
,ivestnnt property
130 Acres
or rent. Small payment condition, 35 Hp Johnson Aluminum trim for brick
All
grooming.
breed
dog
located within city. Size
wood stoves, also a
130 acre farm with
down and monthly motor. $1200.00 Call 753- houses lack Glover 753Reasonable rates. Also
condition
and
payment with one acre 8296.
Some
pump.
heat
attractive
boarding
2
and
AKC
1873
unimportant. Want
ground. $5,000 or $60.00
miniature Schnauzer
owner financing.
bedroom home and
assumable loan or owner
1976
Checkmate.
IT
.
?
ft.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR
for rent. East of Almo,
puppies. Hidden Valley
financing. Call 753-9208 or
several 'out,150 Hp, loaded with
31. WANT TO RENT
753-6791.
15 years experience carpenKennels, 435-4506.
Owner financing, two
759-4756 after 6:00 p.m.
extras.
Perfect
condition.
buildings only 8
concrete, plumbing
tr
.y
with a few
..m11.11.1"111111110uSe
Want to rent, 1
$3,300.00.
759-1252.
bedroom house on
AKC Chesapeake Bay
miles southeast of
41 MOTORCYCLES
ARTILES FOR SALE
siding
roofing
acres, with option to buy. Send Retreiver, female. Seven
things
15 Runabaut, -MTV and
large lot. 12 miles
Murray. Acreage
information to P 0 BOX 15, months old. Call 753-2915
1981 Harley Davidson trailer
around the home. Free
Good
Nikon FM Camera body
condition.
$500
west on 94.
includes approxSportster. 759 1703 after Call 436
Kirksey, KY 42064.
estimates' No lob too small
after 5:00 pin.
4216.
with
zoom
lens
plir,
5:00.
tendable
imately
55
Call days 474-2359 474accessories Call 767.2828 24. MISCELLANEOUS 32. APTS. FOR RENT 39. P ULTRY SUPPLIE
753-1/M
1973 Honda 750 with 53.SERVICESOFFERE D2276
acres being sold to
evenings
On
custom paint, new tires. Mobile'Rabbits and chickens for For Sale. 7 hp Murray riding Two bedroom Triplex, all Place orders- now for
settle estate. Phone
Warne roof weekends
474-2276
A-1
shape.
mower,
753-7261.
cheap!
Call
after
5
R111 is
resealed or coat with
appliances furnished. Fingerling catfish to be
sale and plants Moving
753-1222, Kopperud
p m.435,4557.
& K Stump Removal. DO
$250 per month plus delivered in October. Call
4.1,1011111TY MANAGEMENT
must sell Call anytime
1976 Honda 550 F. fiber asbestos paint. Call
Realyty,
Real
for
753-9672 ater 5 p.m. for you need stumps removed
Fisher wood burning deposit. 1 year lease. Call 502-759,4649.
Excellent
condition.
436-5895
Sericvice in .Real
stove. A papa bear. Used 753 8411.
from your yard or land
Windjammer, many estimates.
10. PRODUCE
Estate.
Captain desk with. seat one season. Call 753-7986.
extras. $1200.00. 759-4845.
Concrete and blocks and cleared of stumps? We can
One bedroom furnished
$ 4 5 combination
brick. Basements, drive
apartment. One lady or Apples for sale. 5weet cIder
stumps up to 24"
48. AUTO SERVICES ways, sidewalks and storm remove
Quality Speaks
bookcase/desk $45 and School house clock. girl only. 303 S. 6th St. Tucker Orchards, Landfill
below the ground leaving
$200.00, hooded hair Call 753-3593.
Rd:
Call
489
experience
2467
to
years
reserve
cellars.
20
For Itself
ma-G-C-6-mplete Glass
storage
cabinet(
3 dryer Call after 5:00 p.m
only sawdust and chips
order.
estimates. 753-5/76.
3 Bedroom brick
Co. has added a new line and free
drawers/ 3
Two room office at S. 5th
doors
Call for free estimate Bob
753-4064 work
that
of
features P & 0 Lawn Service
home on large,
20x49in )$45 or any two for Darkroom equpment, Street across from
41. PUBLIC SALE
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
showcases and display
blautifully land$80 See at 1624 W Olive Minolta lenses, slide Parkers grocery. May be
Kemp. Jr 435-4319
cases, pie cases, store Mowing small tree and
contacted after 5 p.m. at Yard Sale: old guns,
POCKETBOOK
scaped lot in exor phone 753-1712
copier and close up
Free
trimming
antiques, furniture,
displays- and glass hedge
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
PLEASER
equipment, Tripod. Call 753-5595.
c ellen t
436-2997
shelving.
clothes,
We
Estimates
shoes
also
install
and
Firewood
underpinning, roots sealed
759 4888 ater 5:00 p.m.
Located
close
to
auto
glass,
appliances.
fix
Three
storm
miles
neighborhood.
TZ
."'
bec
770(4-117P77.Order
now
"Fence sales at Seats now
burn
and
iSatio awnings. and house
windows
south from Murray on 121
and
doors,
Firewood $25.00 per rick. Westwood
country
grocery,
Features include
Subdivision
seasoned wood this winter 436-7179.
mobile
repair and replace store Call Sears 753-2310 for type roofs for
Old Salem Rd. below Hill
this older 4
living room with
Couples only! No pets Or Top Church.
436-2758
fronts, install patio door free estimate for your homes
753-1873. lack
Camera new Kilcon FM child. Lease and deposit
bedroom home on 2
fireplace, indirect
glass, plate glass and needs
G'Oyerbody and zoom lens
Yard Sale, 12th, 14th,
acres offers a lot for
window glass.Cut mirrors
lighting and built-in
required. 759-4509.
S100.00.767 2828
Will remove unwantet
15th. Lot of electric
Gutterirt
by
Sears
Sears
glass
and
table
tops.
Do
a little! Pirce just
music system, forFurnished one bedroom. appliances, new and used
picture framing. 753-0190. continuous gutters installed trees at reasonable rates,
reduced to only
mal dining room,
Free estimates. Cali
Troy bilt tiller, horse apartment near things. 503 Elm St
per your specifications Call
at
0500!
seen
Phone
753Can be
before 2:30 p.m. 753 5484.
model. Two chain saws. downtown Murray. Call 6111=11111/111NiNwimr
family room and
49. USED CARS
Sears
753-2310
for
free
1222, Kopperud
Wallis Stained One Raleigh 3 speed 753-1109 or 436-2844i
extra-large 2-car
. Clean
.‘967 Chrysler 300 Special' esturn_ait
.
Realty, In Murray.
odor free carpet, last
Glass. Hwy. 121 men's bike. 759 4683 after One Bedroom apartme-rit
garage. Home has
Aition. Red with white vinyl
7p.m.
-cline
-if longer and smells better
near hospital. Furnished
roof, air conditioned. 440 Air-conditioners
West. 489-2613.
been recently
Two adult three wheeler. or unfurnished. No pets!
motor. Needs little and repaired We buy used For free estimates call
COMMERCIAL
redecorated
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
restoration $1000 firm. Can air-conditioners
Girsl new 24 in. three $35000 each. One child Lease and deposit
Elec- 753-9826.
APPEAL
throughout. Price
Experienced and
Collections of over
be seen on South loth at A6
speed touring bike. 247- three wheeler, $250.00. required. 753-9208 after
753-9104
tric.
call
Three bedroom,
reliable.
just reduced to
4:00p.m.
Call after 5:00753-3737.
Coach Estates.
0200 before 5 p.m.
years
from
five
forty
two bath home on
665,000. phone 7531973 Ford wagon, 351
iw DUPlex, hao badman, the homes of four
the corner of 12th
Cleveland, body rough,
1222, K op pe r ud
Narlhaood WM. 1265.10 par families, antiques,
$350.00. Silverado drivers
and Poplar. Could
.753-7153.
Realty for full-time
dishes, bed spreads,
Fender $150.00. Call
be
imed
as
from Cerameraity Cavite')
service.
estate
real
12215 197I Furnished, central
753-1739.
furniture, brand new
re
resi
or for
air. 753 1987
gift items from the
commercial. Zoned
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
1972 Ford Torino, two
One bedroom apartment in
41 LOTS FOR
closing of our store,
door, air and power,
B-4. Priced in the
etiOSIITAL. SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND StlE
lakefront house in Pan/2 acre lot with siffcWa automatic, small V-8.
Home and Auto ports.
$30's. Phone 75 3*LEADING BRANDS OF(05M1 TIC!
WON Shores Woodburning
house. New well five $795.00 Call 489 2595.
1 222, Kopperud
Friday, Saturday Sept.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS*
stove kitchen appliances
miles from Hazel Two
Realty for Real
11 and 12th. 603 Elm
7, speed,
nn
•Pf )11.61,•I V on Piest option* in(iI I inol•
miles off Murray and T977Mac
436-2484 or
furnished
Ft;-ite
roof. air Call 753 3006
sun
nor's
Street.
Rd
on
Tenn
side.
753-7272
&HIS p m
7530861.

CLAYTONS

1977 Grad Prix

PURINA'S

f

21

W

79 Ford F-150
4x4 300 4 sp.
753-8786 or
753-5699.

CLAYTONS

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control

Fer Sale
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BASEMENT
SALE
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Specializing'in Senior Citizens
Open Moms
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For Appointment
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Local Listeners To Hear Bach Festival
V

1
s. -

Each summer,
conductors,
instrumentalists and
vocalists from all over
the world come to
Eugene, Ore., to perform
under the baton of world
renowned German
conductor Helmuth

Billing.
Festival: The Billing
For the first time in its Experience," at 8 p.m.
twelve-year history, a Oct. 5, 6, 8 and 9 on
series of 'four concerts WICMS-FM,91.3, fine arts
from the Oregon Bach radio from Murray State
Festival will be 'University.
broadcast over public
The first concert in the
radio. Area listeners may series will be Bach's G
hear -Oregon Bach Minor Mass and Haydn's

Lord Nelson Mass in D
Minor performed by the
festival chorus and
orchestra under the
direction of the
renowned Riling.
For the second concert,
a chamber music recital
featuring noted German

Discount Phone Rate Offered
LOUISVILLE, Ky. customers. The theory is
(API — Tel-a-Marketing that many customers
and Communications Inc. sharing WATS lines can
is hoping to begin offering use them more efficiently
long distance telephone than a single customer.
service next month with
"What we're really
prices discounted some 40 doing is riding along on
percent from those the shirttails of Bell and
offered by South Central taking advantage of 105
Bell.
years of technology,"
But TWC President said Butler.
Larry Butler says his
Reselling WATS lines
Louisville-based firm, became legal on June 1
unlike other recent when the Federal
entries into the long- Communications
distance market, is net in Commission lifted an
competition with the Bell earlier ban on the
System.
practice and restructured
Butler said that TMC WATS rates.
plans to lease interstate TMC filed its
WideArea application July 7 and is
Telecommunications awaiting approval, which
Service lines from Bell takes 65 to 70 days. Butler
and resell them to said he expects TMC to
business and residential receive its license this

month and to begin
providing service by late
October. Butler said the
start-up date mainly
depends on completion of
equipment it has ordered
from Western Electric,
an arm of the Bell
System.
He said the company
also is filing a request
with the state Public
Service Commission that
would allow it to resell
WATS lines within
Kentucky.
To receive service, a
customer must pay a onetime non-refundable
processing fee of $150,
Butler said. When the
service begins, the
customer'will be issued
TMC's local Seven-digit
access number and

another seven-digit
identification number.
There is no monthly
service fee with TMC,
said Butler, and a
customer will not be
billed during a month in
which the service is not
used.
TMC, chartered as an
Indiana corporation
earlier this year, is now
privately held by 19
stockholders but Butler
said they are considering
a public stock offer to
help finance growth.
He said Louisville was
chosen for its first
market and corporate
headquarters because of
its size and potential
customer base. The
company's next market,
he said, will be in
Nashville.

oboist Ingo
Goritzky,German
harpsichordist Hans
Joachim Ernhard and
violinists Illka Talvi and
Judith Aller-Talvi is
scheduled.
Third will be a concert
of Lieder by soprano
Arleen Auger. And the
final concert will be
Mendelssohn's Elijah
performed by the festival
chorus and orchestra
under the direction of
Billing.
The Oregon Bach
Festival began in 1970
when Royce Saltzman,
associate dean of the
University of Oregon
School of Music, invited
Rilling to participate in a
week-long workshop in
choral music on the
campus.
Rifling, director of the
Gaechinger Kantorei in
Stuttgart, Germany and
considered to be one of
the finest conductors in
Europe today, has
returned to Eugene every
year for twelve seasons.
Under Rilling's
direction, the workshop
has developed into an
internationally
acclaimed, Bach-oriented
festival, each year
drawing visitors from

around the world.
Riling has traveled
regularly to the United
States for appearances at
workshops and festivals
including Aspen; Temple
University, Indiana
University, BaldwinWallace University and
the University of Iowa.
In 1976, Billing became
the first German
conductor invited to perform with the Israel
Philharmonic and has
now established a continuing relationship with
the Israel Philharmonic
conducting concerts in
both Israel and Germany.
A leading authority on
Bach, Rifling is presently
under contract to record
all of Bach's extant
cantatas and plans to
complete the project by
1985, the 300th
anniversary of Bach's
birth.

FEATURED SPEAKER - Harvey Busch, vice
president for facilities planning for Fisher Price,
was the featured speaker at the dedication of the
industrial access road.

Mourners Remember Rights Leader.
NEW YORK (AP) — Roy Wilkins eulogized
•`Nine hundred mourners, Friday as an "American
including current and son."
"What he wanted for
former vice presidents, a
U.S. Supreme Court black Americans was
justice and -a veritable what he wanted for all
•'Who's Who" of the civil Americans, and not a
rights movement, heard whit less," said Arnold

Coroner Trial Ready
OWENSBORO, Ky.
( AP) — The defense has
waived the right to
contest a possible conflict
of interest, clearing the
way for Daviess County
Attorney Robert Kirtley
to prosecute a case
against county coroner
Mike Everly.
Everly is accused of
failing to report child
abuse and with official
misconduct in office.
During a pre-trial
hearing Friday in
Daviess District Court,
defense attorney Bob
Gwin waived the right to
contest Kirtley's
involvement in the case.
Kirtley, who usually
serves as counsel for
Daviess County elected
officials, earlier
withdrew from the case
because he said he had
issued the summons for
Everly.
Everly has requested a
jury trial, said Kirtley. A
trial date is expected to
be announced next
Friday.
Everly, 37, is accused

of failing to report the
death of 4-month-old
Melissa Maglinger, who
died July 12.
An autopsy performed
at Everly's funeral home
by pathologist Dr. C.
Omar Wilson described
injuries and fractures.
However, Wilson wrote
on the death certificate
that the cause of death
was undetermined.
The girl was buried,
with Everly's funeral
home handling the
arrangements.
But when Owensboro
police heard of the death,
they requested that the
body be exhumed and a
second autopsy be
performed, which found
that the body had bruises
and fractures.
The child's parents,
Wayne and Theresa
Maglinger were indicted
last month by the Daviess
County grand jury.
Maglinger has been
charged with murder and
assault, while his wife
faces an assault charge.
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Fully Dressed
WISteak Fries

11a ,m si59
12 p m

Thursday Special
4 p.m. to 12 p.m.

Our Famous
8 Oz. Kansas City Strip

with potatoes, bread & our
all you can eat salad bar

For)ust
$695
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)k,
) chestnut

ti'
753-1314
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Marshall, once an part, representing
Protestant
NAACP lawyer.
Other mourners denominations, Roman
included civil rights Catholicism and
leaders Benjamin Hooks, Judaism. Cardinal
Maynard Jackson, Terence Cooke called
Vernon Jordan, Ralph Wilkins "a gentleman, a
Abernathy, Bayard man of faith and love. ...
RECEPTION - At a reception held after the road dedication, Holmes Ellis,
Rustin, Dick Gregory, With quiet strength, he
Murray Mayor-elect; Harvey Ellis; and Don Kelly, representing MSU president
Roy Innis, Jesse Jackson became an instrument of
Constantine Curris,exchange a few words.
and Julian Bond, to name peace."
Soprano Leontyne
a few.
Mayor Edward I. Koch Price sang a spiritual and
and Gov. Hugh L.'Carey "The Battle Hymn of the
were there, as were Sen. Republic." "God's truth
Edward M. Kennedy, is marching on," said
former U.S. Attorney lawyer Clarence Mitchell
General Ramsey Clark, Jr., another eulogist.
financier David "You have only to look
Rockefeller, and former around you to see the
evidence of it."
Sen. Jacob Javits.
Onlookers joined in
Wilkins' wooden casket
was covered with a blue- singing - We Shall
and-gold NAACP flag. Overcome" as the
His wife of almost 52 mourners walked onto
years, Aminda, sat the street.
Outside, Kennedy said:
nearby.
Six clergymen took -President Kennedy used
to say that the individual
could make a difference,
and all of us should try. I
think Roy Wilkins made
Corn and soybean fell in international an extraordinary
futures fell Friday to new currency markets, difference."
"He was a man who
life-of-contract lows for according to Philip
September delivery, Spinelli, analyst for could project strength
leading most grain and Drexel, Burnham, and dignity," said
soybean futures on a Lambert, Inc. in New Mondale. "He was not a
decline before the release York. But the rally lost shouter, but he knew
of a government report momentum when prices what he wanted."
"If every one of us
predicting fell through levels at
record-breaking harvests which traders had could leave this world
this fall.
decided to buy, and cocoa with the record of
ROCK LINED-CREEK - Part of the Urban Development Action Grant was to
The Agriculture fell $17 to $36, with the achievement that Roy
line
a creek with rocks. The creek had aided in the erosion of land near the
Wilkins
left,
all
of
us
Department report, September contract
would die happy," said access road.
released after the close of closing at $2,070 a ton.
trading, forecast a corn
Commercial buying Koch.
crop of 7.94 billion helped boost coffee prices
bushels, up 3 percent by as much as 3.18 cents a
from last month's USDA pound, according to
estimate. Soybean Pamela Rockley, also an
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. has performed on New
Talent preliminary
production was projected analyst with Drexel, (AP) — A second opera York tours with the' up.
"I weighed 170 pounds, winners receive an
at 2.09 billion bushels, up Burnham, Lambert.
singer carried home a Chicago Symphony and I would fast for a additional $2,500
4 percent from the
trophy and a $2,500 Orchestra.
couple of days, then eat scholarship, and
previous estimate.
scholarship after winning
lightly, and then fast swimsuit preliminary
Corn for September
a talent competition that She said she gives
again,"she said.
winners get an extra
delivery fell 31,42 cents to
is preliminary to herself five more years to
She was able to lose $1,500 scholarship.
opera
the
it
in
make
close at $2.76% a bushel,
tonight's crowning of
nearly 40 pounds and now Evening gown winners
world. "If I don't reach
while September
Miss America.
weighs 133 pounds.
are not announced.
soybeans declined 3% Joan Renee McClure, a
Miss lllinois, Sandra my goals by the time I'm
Miss Weitz said she
Each of the 50
another
try
30,
I
will
cents to close at $6.561
/
2 a graduate student at Truitt, won the talent
shapeby_
in
stays
contestants
receive a
bushel.
Murray State University competition in the third career," she said.
running, walking and $1,000 scholarship just for
Selling by speculators from Clarksville, Tenn., night of preliminaries The mezzo soprano said
eating "very, very participating in the
dominated Friday's has been selected as one Friday with her rendition she likes to practice "two
lightly."
pageant.
session on the Chicago of 18 participants in New of an operatic solo from or three hours a day,"
Board of Trade, analysts York City's National Bizet's "Carmen."
and said professional
said, with trading volume Urban Fellows Program
Thursday night, Miss singing takes an "Innate
described as extremely for the 1981-82 academic New York, Suzanne drive."
KM THAT GREAT
light. Some commercial year.
Alexander, won the
GM FEELING WITH
"You would rather die
GENUINE GM PARTS
interests bought wheat, Dr. Winfield H. Rose, second night of than not sing," she said.
sources said, while chairman of the preliminaries with an "But it also takes talent
brokers were sellers. Department of Political operatic solo from and musical sensibility.'
September wheat moved Science and Legal "Tosca."
Miss Truitt said she
I cent higher to close at Studies at Murray State,
A former javelin thought she performed
$4.00'. a bushel.
said McClure, a public thrower captured the well, but was surprised
Livestock and pork administration major, swimsuit competition. when she was announced
belly prices chalked up will work with high-level Miss Washington, the winner. "There were
moderate gains after managers and Kristine Weitz, wore a so many different kinds
losing ground Thursday. administrators in various teal swimsuit with an of talent, you just
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Aronson, secretary of the
Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights, a group
formed by Wilkins.
"Roy Wilkins was an
American son, and his
triumphs were our
victories," Aronson said,
remembering Wilkins as
a man whose faith in the
legal process was never
shaken.
Wilkins, who died
Tuesday at age 80, was
executive director of the
National Association for
the Advancement of
Colored People from 1955
until retirement in 1977.
Vice President George
Bush and former Vice
President Walter
Mondale attended the
funeral at the Community
Church of New York in
Manhattan. Also there
was U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood
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